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Simple minds see fairies more easily than others, because 

they do not fight against the miracle with set minds. 

Jean Cocteau 



I. BACKGROUND 

"The marvelous" is the essence of all theatrical work with 

young people. In order to explore this hypothesis. The Department of 

Theatre at Texas Tech University formed Tech Teen Theatre, an ensemble 

of young actors of junior high school age who performed plays for 

young children. Not only the final product, but also the process was 

dedicated to the philosophy that "the marvelous" is essential in 

theatre for young people. 

The concept of "the marvelous" is by no means a new or orig

inal idea; it is a concept based in antiquity. Aristotle first defined 

"the marvelous," or "the wonderful," as he termed it; but the idea is 

as old as Man himself. Virtually nothing has been written on "the 

marvelous," and yet it manifests itself anywhere true theatre has ever 

existed. Although the term "marvelous" is not ordinarily used as a 

noun, it appears as a noun throughout the present study. From this 

point forward, the marvelous appears without quotation marks. 

It is unfortunate that many modern concepts of children's 

theatre negate the importance of miracles and magic transformations. 

Teen Theatre devoted its energies toward making the marvelous and chil

dren's theatre synonymous. The marvelous belongs in theatre for chil

dren because children feel comfortable with the concept. The process 

of making the marvelous evident in children's theatre productions 



requires that the actor training and rehearsal phases also incorpor

ate the marvelous. 

This study deals wirh the marvelous as a basis for the devel

opment of a Teen Theatre program at Texas Tech University. Chapter 

I defines the marvelous, the elements of the marvelous, and how the 

marvelous pertains to work done in theatre for young people. Chapter 

II discusses the formation and organization of the Teen Theatre group. 

Chapter III describes the process of actor training. Chapter IV deals 

with the methcxiology used in production preparation for two plays, 

"The Marvelous Adventures of Tyl" and "Petar and the Wolf." Chapter 

V describes how the marvelous manifested itself in performances, and 

the final chapter concludes and summarizes the effects of the marvelous 

in Teen Theatre. 

If the marvelous is an enigmatic term, perhaps it is because 

it cannot be explained rationally. In his Poetics, Aristotle defined 

the marvelous as that which depends on the irrational for its chief 

effects. He labeled it "absurdity veiled by poetic charm."! The 

secret of it lies in a fallacy. Anytime the unknown is introduced 

into the realm of the known, the marvelous is manifest. Artistotle 

elaborated: "The poet should prefer probable impossibilities to im-

2 

probable possibilities." "A secjuence of events which looks reason

able, though actually impossible, should be preferred by the poet 

Aristotle, Poetics, trans, S. H. Butcher, with an Introduc
tion by Francis Fergusson (New York: Hill and Wang, 1961), 
p. 110. 

^Ibid., pp. 109-10. 
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to what, though really possible, seems incredible,"^ In other words, 

the concept of the marvelous is dependent on realistic unreality. 

J. F. Marmontel once remarked: "There is no interest if 

there is no illusion, and no illusion without some sense of probabil-

4 
ity." By combining the seemingly contradictory concepts of illusion 

and probability, one achieves Aristotle's "probable impossibilities," 

or the marvelous. "The marvelous is that which a learned, rational 

society might accept as a possibility." Not only is the marvelous a 

confrontation of the world of reality with the powers of the unknown, 

but also it is the manipulation of humble everyday things related to 

each other in new and miraculous ways previously unknown. "Essen

tially, the marvelous refers to supernatural forces turned loose in the 

world of reality." Suggestion, illusion, surprise, wondeinnent, and 

unreality are the core of the marvelous, making the impossible appear 

credible. "Once the irrational has been introduced and an air of like-

o 

lihocxi imparted to it, we must accept it in spite of the absurdity." 

The marvelous is the fruit of the creative mind. It fills 

3 
Lane Cooper, The Poetics of Aristotle: Its Meaning and 

Influence (Ithica: Cornell University Press, 1923), p. 59. 

Aubrey Sam Garlington, Jr., The Concept of the Marvelous 
in French and German Opera, 1770-1840 (Ann Arbor: University 
Microfilm International, 1965), p. 66. 

^Ibid., p. 65. 

^Gloria Feman Orenstein, The Theatre of the Marvelous: Sur
realism and the Contemporary Stage (New York: New York University 
Press, 1975), p. 44. 

^Garlington, Concept of the Marvelous, p. 3. 

^Aristotle, Poetics, p. 110. 



some basic universal human need, shedding light on those dark places 

crowded with shadows and peopled with fairies and grotesques. It is 

the intrusion of the unknown into the world of reality. The marvelous 

embodies all of the fears and fantasies man has ever had. It repre

sents the infinite possibilities of the imagination and Man's gift of 

an alternate vision. Theatre is its natural home, a place where 

"wicked genies, fairies, heroes and gods mingle; where angels and de

mons link hands and, with beating wings and tossing manes, pass through 

Q 

dream clouds in a shower of Stardust," It is a magic place, the land 

of dreams; it is a place that children, especially, love. 

When Man sought to explain the mysteries of life, he 
created myth, reviving the essence of theatre by his 
symbols. At great moments in his history, through 
the elements—skies and seas, winds and tempests, 
objects and beasts—he rediscovered the shape of the 
legends. There was born the splendor of the miracle, 
the cradle of Marvels.-'-̂  

The theatre of the marvelous is a phantasmagorical vision which 

transports the heart with astonishment and plunges it to depths beyond 

reason. It is unej^ected and astonishing events situated between re

ality and fiction. The marvelous in theatre is that which does not 

exist brought into existence onstage, a representation of dreams, 

fears, and fantasies. 

The marvelous is composed of three elements: the grotesque. 

%arian Hannah Winter, The Theatre of Marvels, with a Preface 
by Marcel Marceau (New York: Benjamin Blom, Inc., 1962: original 
copyright Paris: Oliver Perrin, 1962), p. 7. 

•'•̂ Winter, Theatre of Marvels, p. 7. 

!^Ibid., p. 8. 



the mise en scene, and anarchy. Each element is dependent on the 

others in order to produce marvels. Unlike Meyerhold's treatment of 

the grotesque as a separate genre of drama, this study analyzes the 

grotescjue as a quality often embcxJied in the marvelous. The mise en 

scene appears as a practical term—not as an experimental theory or 

foreign word—meaning the arrangement of actors and scenery onstage, 

in addition to sound, with the intent to create a theatrical environ

ment. Therefore, no special notation of the term appears in the writ

ing. Anarchy refers to an attitude toward both process and performance 

and to the disregarding of laws of reason or logic. Discussions in the 

following chapters are organized according to the three elements of 

the marvelous. Before these chapters are comprehensible, one needs a 

thorough understanding not only of the marvelous, but also of the means 

through which the grotescjue, the mise en scene, and anarchy relate to 

the marvelous. 

The grotesque is a decorative art, characterized by fanciful 

or fantastic representations of human and animal forms. This type of 

art distorts or exaggerates that which is natural or expected to the 

point of comic absurdity, ridiculous ugliness, or ludicrous caricature. 

. . 12 

It is a mixture of sober realities and absurd incongruities. Imag

inary figures such as satyrs, centaurs, mythological beasts, demons, 

and gargoyles are examples of the grotesque art which dismantles reality, 

•̂ P̂hilip Babcock Gove, ed. , Webster' s Third New International 
Dictionary of the English Language (Springfield: G. & C. Merriam 
Company, 1976), p. 707. 
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The drawings of Goya, the paintings of Bosch, medieval sculpture, and 

the horrific tales of Edgar Allen Poe all abound with the grotesque. 

At one time in history the grotesque referred to a favorite 

device of the fairground booth, 

. . . a genre of low comedy in literature, music and the 
plastic arts which with no apparent logic combines the 
most dissimilar elements by ignoring details and relying 
on its own originality, borrowing from every source any
thing which satisfies its joie de yivre and its capri
cious, mocking attitude to life.^^ 

Theatrically, the grotescjue is a reshuffling of the usual realms of 

experience as a dramatic device. 

The grotesque mixes opposites, consciously creating harsh in

congruities. It is at once familiar and strange, debased and exalted, 

hideous and beautiful. "In its search for the supernatural, the gro

tesque synthesizes opposites, creates a picture of the incredible 

and invites the spectator to solve the riddle of the inscrutable." 

The grotescjue appears constantly in children's literature. 

Fairy tales in older, truer versions, unlike the modern "prettified" 

adaptations, abound with creatures of incongruous configurations, a 

mixture of the ugly and the beautiful. A child accepts the reshuffling 

of reality because he does essentially the same thing in his imagina

tive play. Children believe that inanimate objects that move are alive 

•̂̂ Edward Braun, ed., Meyerhold on Theatre (New York: Hill 
and Wang, 1969), p. 137. 

•'•'̂ Stanley W. Longman, The Theatre of the Grotesque (Minneapolis; 
ERIC Docimient Reproduction Services, ED 099 922, 1974) , p. 1. 

•'•̂ Braun, Mayerhold on Theatre, p. 139. 
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A child trying to understand his world expects answers from 

objects which attract his attention. He expects animals to talk to 

him abcjut things that are significant, as they do in fairy tales and 

16 

legend. It is IcDgical, therefore, to represent animals and inani

mate objects onstage as friends or enemies who have the abilities to 

talk, understand, and either help or hinder humans. The child is will

ing to believe in the marvelous and readily accepts it onstage in 

visual form. 

"The element of deception is important in the dramatic gro-

17 

tesque." It depends on mysterious allusions—that which seems famil

iar, yet strange. The commonplace of everyday life is transcended. 

The basis of the grotesque is the artist's desire to switch the spec

tator from the plane he has just reached to another which is totally 

18 unforeseen. In theatre dominated by the grotesque, the aspect of 

design becomes important, making the grotesque dependent on and an 

important part of the mise en scene. 

Being decorative both visually and aurally, the mise en scene 

becomes an expressive and intricate part of the theatre experience. 

Lewis Carroll once wrote, "How do I know what I mean until I see what 

I say?""^^ At the most simplistic level, the ultimate goal of theatre 

•̂ B̂runo Bettelheim, The Uses of Enchantment: The Meaning 
and Importance of Fairy Tales (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1973), 
p. 46. 

17 
Braun, Meyerhold on Theatre, p. 140, 

•••̂ Ibid,, pp. 137-41. 

•'•̂ Orlin Corey, "Go, Make Ready!" in Theatre for Young Audi-
ences, ed. Nellie McCaslin (New York: Longman, 1978), p. 94. 



is seeing what is to be said. "The Theatre of Marvels is the realm 

20 of the realized fantastic." It is an "otherworld" which Man attempts 

to reproduce literally in tangible, visual form, defying time, space, 

and natural forces. The mise en scene is the vehicle for bringing 

the marvelous into the world of theatre. 

The stage setting of a play is not a background but rather an 

environment. It is not merely a picture, but it serves as an image 

evoking a definite feeling or emotional response, Robert Edmund Jones 

felt that the artist should give expression to the essential quality 

of a play rather than to its outward characteristics. "The artist 

should emit the details, the prose of nature and give us only the 

21 
spirit and splendor." Incorporating the marvelous into the mise en 

scene does not necessarily mean elaborate stage machinery. On the 

contrary, images which are too obvious leave no room for the imagina

tion, an essential element on which the marvelous depends. 

The mise en scene means more than simply the setting of a 

play; it includes the use of the actor as moving sculpture. Mime, 

dance, acrobatics, words, dreams, gestures, magic, music, and song 

are all elements of spectacle. The problems of the spectacle are in

separable from the concept of the marvelous, Artaud considered the 

22 
mise en scene "a language in space and in movement," He would have 

^^Winter, Theatre of Marvels, p, 11. 

•̂̂ Robert Edmund Jones, The Dramatic Imagination (New York: 
Theatre Arts Books, 1941), p, 83, 

^^Antonin Artaud, The Theatre and Its Double, trans. Mary 
Caroline Richards (New York: Grove Press, Inc., 1958), p. 45, 
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theatre explode with visual and aural images and assault the spectator 

from all sides. Instead of conventional langauge, he advocated the 

use of "poetry in space." Artaud found a sense of life renewed in his 

theatre, a sense of man mastering that which does not yet exist. He 

urged the reintroduction onstage of the great metaphysical fear which 

23 is at the root of all ancient theatre. Artaud and the marvelous 

were on intimate terms. 

Adults tend to underrate the natural compatibility which exists 

between children and the theatre. "A child's eye is naturally at

tracted to movement, color, dance, dreams, mimicry, fantasy, symbol, 

and conflict as unconscious devices to bring about a resolution of raw 

and vital impulses that swirl through him,"^^ All of the things to 

which children are attracted compose the mise en scene. 

Children are born with a sense of human experience stemming 

from collective myth. It is the obligation of the theatre to show 

possibilities to children rather than mere necessities of life-

living.^^ The pitfall of contemporary theatre is that it tends to 

minimize the importance of visual elements in nontraditional presen

tations. In other words, a sense of the marvelous should not be lost 

or ignored. The marvelous does not demand an ostentatious display of 

spectacle; it merely requires careful and imaginative manipulation of 

the mise en scene. 

23 Ibid., p, 42-47. 

^^Joseph Golden, The Death of Tinker Bell: The American 
Theatre in the 20th Century (Syracuse: Syracuse University Press, 
1967), p. 162. 

^^Ibid., p. 11. 
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without elaborate costumes, sets, or fantastic lighting. 

Teen Theatre incorporated the marvelous in visual form within its 

productions. Artaud advocated that, in order to make space speak, the 

success of the spectacle depended on the actor.^ Manipulation of the 

mise en scene without elaborate scenic help depended on the actor and 

required a special type of actor training and production preparation. 

Training and preparation were a process of drawing forth the imagina

tion and transforming fantasy into tangible form. 

Anarchy as an element or quality of the marvelous refers to 

both the definition of and the methodology used for creating the mar

velous. The marvelous, by its very nature, is anarchic. It is an 

affront to reason and the laws of nature. The marvelous breaks all 

rules. It represents the theme of Man's universal existence, "the 

pursuit of haIf-perceived possibilities for new worlds, unrealized 

27 liberties and audacious action." 

The marvelous delights in altering Man's vision of the world 

28 
around him for awe, wonder and magic. Samuel Johnson said, "All 

29 

power of fantasy over reason is a degree of insanity," The marvel

ous dares to break through boundaries and create illusions which 

challenge reality. 

26 
Artaud, Theatre and Its Double, p. 89. 

27 
Orlin Corey, "Go, Make Ready'.", in Theatre for Young Audi

ences, p. 94 

28 Golden, Death of Tinker Bell, p, 4. 

^^John Aquino, Fantasy in Literature (ERIC Document Repro
duction Service, ED 144 097, 1977), p, 10. 
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When the supernatural world intrudes temporarily into 
the world of reality, a miracle occurs; the course of 
natural laws and human concerns is suspended, or at 
least held in abeyance, until the forces of the unknown 
withdraw, and those persons affected by such intrusions 
will never again be the same.^ 

Luckily, children, being perceptive and intuitive, readily embrace the 

concept of the marvelous and find delight in the anarchy inherent 

therein. 

In methcxiology, anarchy pertains to the alteration of accepted 

theatrical conventions and practices for actor training and rehearsal. 

The Teen Theatre group dared to suspend all traditional rules and en

deavored to create an original genre of children's theatre rooted 

in the irrational and fantastic concepts of the marvelous. 

The Theatre of the Marvelous enlarges the vocabulary 
of the theatrical medium by daring to defy and explode 
all conventions, all traditional lines of demarcation 
between the arts, stressing constantly the poetry of the 
act as well as the poetry of the word.-̂ -'-

Artaud felt that anarchy is at the root of all poetry. Perhaps chil

dren' s theatre, a theatre of marvels, has the capacity to regain and 

keep a real sense of h\mnor and power of physical and anarchic disso

ciation lost in other forms of theatre. 

Many justifications exist for the use of the marvelous in 

Teen Theatre work. Carl Gustav Jung wrote that fantasy in language 

and thought is characteristic of the primitive mind. Perhaps this 

opinion explains why children accept the marvelous so readily and why 

^^Garlington, Concept of the Marvelous, p. 4. 

•̂ -̂ Orenstein, Theatre of the Marvelous, p. 275, 
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teenagers are so willing to construct theatrical marvels for their 

younger coxanterparts. "Fantasy is basic in hioman make-up and for 

32 human development." Bruno Bettelheim wrote that in both child and 

adult alike, psychological harm can be done when the unconscious is 

repressed; however, when unconscious material is permitted to come 

to awareness and is worked through an imagination, its harmful poten-

33 tial is reduced and can be made to serve positive purposes. The 

benefits of imagination and the need for fantasy justify the use of 

the marvelous in theatre for young people. 

If the marvelous embodies Man's fears and fantasies, whether 

beautiful or grotesque, perhaps they become less real when they are 

seen and, consequently, become less frightening. 

This world of the Marvelous, with a thousand aspects 
of vistas and colors in which Man reaches out to space, 
strikes sparks from the drama, and fathers into his hands 
the shifting sands of dreams—thus the eye becomes the 
crucible for fantastic shapes and the imagination sur
renders itself to the soothing ministrations of the Graces. 

Probably the best vehicles for the marvelous in children's 

theatre are fairy tales. Children's imaginations are cultivated by 

fairy tales, the realm of faerie (magic) being filled with marvels. 

Yet this realm of magic is a believable otherworld, true to Aristotle's 

definition of the wonderful. 

•^^Aquino, Fantasy in Literature, p, 10. 

^^Ibid., p. 11. 

Winter, Theatre of Marvels, p. 8. 
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Folk lore, legends, myths and fairy tales have followed 
childhood through the ages, for every healthy youngster 
has a wholesome and instinctive love for stories fantastic, 
marvelous and manifestly unreal.^^ 

Today, many children are deprived of the chance of knowing 

fairy stories except in simplified versions, void of the grotesque, 

subdued of their meanings, and robbed of deeper significance. It is 

the task of the theatre to return the sense of wonder, the beautiful, 

and the grotesque to these stories in a visual sense. "The Theatre 

of Marvels transports the spectator and overwhelms him with the wonder

ment of miracle."^^ Teen Theatre, as makers of children's theatre, 

was not myopic; it pursued images through legend, art, psychology, 

music, poetry, dance, and even superstition. 

Theatre for children must be concerned with making visible 
the tales and images of our deepest fears and conflicts, 
our highest hopes and aspirations. These legendary revela
tions are 'myths' because they are truer than facts, older 
than history, larger than knowledge. They are embodiments 
of the world's wisdom, visions of the race. These recur
rent and apparently self-generative dreams, for all people 
know them, are links between an otherwise lost past and 
an unimaginable future. They define our possibilities 
and prove our endurance- They are our great song against 
loneliness and our ultimate defense against madness.-^' 

•^^Michael P. Hearn, The Annotated Wizard of Oz (New York; 
Clarkson N. Porter, 1973), p. 8. 

36 Winter, Theatre of Marvels, p. 9. 

"̂̂ Corey, "Go, Make Ready!" in Theatre for Young Audiences, 

p. 100. 



Children's Theatre is one of the very, very great inven

tions of the twentieth century. 

Mark Twain 

15 



II. FORMATION OF THE GROUP 

"Everything miraculous that destiny has composed is due to 

the artifice of the Marvelous." In order to provide a theatrical 

vehicle for the marvelous, Texas Tech University formed Teen Theatre 

as an experimental workshop. Teen Theatre endeavored to create a new 

genre of children's theatre, using the concepts of the marvelous as a 

basis, while experimenting with nontraditional techniques for working 

with teenagers. 

Teen Theatre not only demonstrated that the concept of the 

marvelous is essential for children's theatre, but also it filled a 

definite need within the community. Lubbock and area public school 

systems offered no specific drama programs to junior high-aged young 

people. Actors of junior high age were virtually ignored as a the

atrical resource in this community. Since adolescents are an energetic 

and enthusiastic group, these young people needed a creative outlet. 

Teen Theatre offered a creative, social, and educational opportunity 

for growth. 

In addition to being an asset for junior high teenagers. 

Teen Theatre benefited younger children as well. There was almost no 

•Slarian Hannah Winter, The Theatre of Marvels, with a Preface 
by Marcell Marceau (New York: Benjamin Blom, Inc., 1962: original 
copyright Paris: Oliver Perrin, 1962), p. 9. 

16 
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theatre for children being produced in the community, and Teen Theatre 

brought to its audiences an imaginative, inventive, thought-provoking, 

and entertaining experience for children of all ages. It was the 

first touring ccmpany in Lubbock dedicated to youth theatre. Chil

dren's theatre in smaller area towns was almost nonexistent; therefore. 

Teen Theatre brought significant theatrical experiences to children 

who might otherwise be deprived. Because of its dual purpose in pro

viding teenagers an introduction to acting through the process of cre

ating the marvelous and in bringing quality theatre to local children. 

Teen Theatre was a worthwhile endeavor. 

The founder/director, Susan D. King, and the faculty of the 

Department of Theatre Arts at Texas Tech University agreed on guide

lines for the Teen Theatre's organization. Teen Theatre became a part 

of the drama program but was financially self-sufficient. The director 

of Teen Theatre and the manager of the Laboratory Theatre shared pro

motional duties-

The director limited enrollment to between fifteen and twenty 

students of junior high age, welccming all ethnic and socioeconomic 

backgrounds and requiring no previous theatrical experience. Public 

service announcements on radio and television stations, articles in 

local newspapers, and posters placed in local business establishments 

and junior high school speech classes notified interested teenagers. 

Students who enrolled in Teen Theatre were mostly from middle-

class or upper middle-class backgrounds. Some had previous experi

ence, but many were novices who were anxious to learn. All were 
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intelligent, energetic, and enthusiastic to learn about theatre. A 

majority of students came from backgrounds that valued the arts and 

appreciated culture. Most parents were very supportive of their 

children's talents and interests in the performing arts and encoLiraged 

participation in the Teen Theatre program. 

For the undertaking to be financially solvent, students paid 

twenty-five dollars per semester. Limited enrollment gave priority 

to young people from previous semesters. While adding new members at 

the beginning of each semester as needed, classes ran fron September 

through December, and January through May. Classes were held on the 

Texas Tech campus each Tuesday and Thursday afternoon from four 

o'clock until five-thirty. The director scheduled additional rehearsals 

as needed during the semester, especially near performance dates. 

Training for the young actors included creative dramatics, 

improvisation, pantomime, movanent, voice, make-up, and limited stage

craft. The director of Teen Theatre was responsible for teaching 

classes, supplemented by other theatre arts students and resource 

persons from within the community. 

Teen Theatre produced at least one play per semester for both 

free and paid public performances. Since it was to be a touring com

pany, no performances were to be scheduled on the Texas Tech campus. 

Possible performance places included The Museum of Texas Tech Uni

versity, libraries, area towns, private organizations, fraternity 

and sorority parties given for children, and Lubbock Parks and Recre

ation Community Centers. Plays utilized a minimum of set pieces 
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and costumes. Students and parents constructed props and cost\imes 

not available within the University Theatre stock. 

A projected income of five hundred dollars for an enrollment 

of twenty students provided a basis for the semester's budget. Profits 

from performances were estimated at between one hundred and three hun

dred dollars. Expenses included a director's salary of five hundred 

dollars for each semester and approximately one hundred dollars for 

the purpose of scripts, make-up, props, paint, and other materials. 

The organization booking the performance determined admission charges. 

The sponsoring group and Teen Theatre shared profits equally. If per

formances were free to the public, the sponsoring organization paid 

royalties and a percentage of production costs. If the script was an 

original one written by the company, a minimimi of twenty-five dollars 

was charged with an additional amount for travel expenses. 

The objectives of Teen Theatre were: 

1. To form a creative drama workshop for young actors. 

2. To give Tech students an opportunity to observe and 

participate in a children's theatre program. 

3. To incorporate the marvelous into actor training, 

production preparation, and performance. 

4. To produce high quality plays suitable for touring 

to children. 

5. To train young actors and future theatregoers. 

Rules governing the Teen Theatre company were as follows: 

1. Excessive absences can mean dismissal from the 

program. 
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2. Company members are expected to either leave a mes

sage at the University Theatre or call the director 

in the event of absence from either class sessions 

or rehearsals. 

3. Visitors and observers other than university-

affiliated persons or prospective group members are 

discouraged. 

4. Behavior unacceptable to the director and/or company 

members can mean dismissal from the program. 

5. Each company member is expected to attend rehearsals 

and crew work calls unless previous arrangements 

have been made with the director. 

6. Tuition is not refundable after the fourth class 

meeting of each new semester. 

7. Parents are expected to provide transportation to 

and fron both classes and rehearsals. 

8. Parents may be asked to construct costumes or help 

provide transportation to and from performances. 

9. In addition to regularly scheduled class sessions, 

extra rehearsals will be called. Since the director 

will try to avoid conflicts with the actors' other 

scheduled activities, attendance is mandatory. 

10. Actors may keep their scripts. All costimies and 

props, unless provided by the individual, are 

property of the University Theatre. 



Of all people in the world, poets are the least liars, 

Sir Philip Sidney 

21 



III. ACTOR TRAINING 

The actor is an essential part of the dramatic marvelous. 

Stanislavsky said that the actor is the center of the drama—that the 

actor's creative power is the theatre's only source of vitality.-^ 

Without actors who are free, believe in fantasy, and are dedicated to 

creating it, the marvelous cannot exist within the theatre. One does 

not take twenty teenagers from varying backgrounds, however, and im

mediately set about creating good theatre. There are two things the 

actor must do: first, he must learn to work with other actors; and, 

second, he must get in touch with himself—his senses, his body, and, 

most important, his imagination. 

The initial meeting each semester helped the actors become 

acquainted with one another. The designs in these sessions introduced 

the young people to the type of behavior and creativity that would be 

expected of them in future works. During the first sessions, the di

rector divided the actors into pairs. Each partner talked about him

self for three minutes and then told the group everything he learned 

from talking with the other person. Everyone then gave his partner 

something of value, told him a secret, and shared a memory or story 

with him. Interesting discussions ensued concerning the results of 

•'-James Roose-Evans, Experimental Theatre: From Stanislavsky 
to Today (New York: Universe Books, 1970), p, 21. 

22 
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these requests and what they revealed about each person's personality. 

After initial personal introductions, creative dramatic exercises de

signed to develop ensemble and to train the actors' skills became a 

part of the classwork. 

These first sessions were crucial; it quickly became obvious 

which young people were well-suited for work with the marvelous. Those 

students who were too self-conscious or were not willing to work seri

ously resigned from the group after the first or second meeting. An 

average of one student per semester dropped out, leaving a core group 

of enthusiastic and serious teenagers who were eager to create meaning

ful fantasy for themselves and their young audiences. 

After establishing a core group of Teen Theatre students, the 

director selected exercises designed to create a feeling of ensemble. 

Ensemble is important in any work done in the theatre, since, by its 

nature, theatre is a collective art. In work done with the marvelous 

in Teen Theatre, ensemble was absolutely essential. One member of the 

company defined ensemble as "a group of people working together as one 

unit." In Teen Theatre work, each member of the group was of equal im

portance, but the groi^) was most important. 

The biggest stumbling block in building ensemble within a new 

group of teenagers was their natural desire for peer approval. Once 

they understood that everyone in the group, including the director, 

would be doing absurd things, each compamy member entered into the 

spirit of creation and had a great deal of fun. Inhibitions, self-

consciousness, and embarrassed giggles gradually subsided, resulting 

in serious ensemble work. 
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Ensemble was important for creating the marvelous because 

so many of the marvelous effects required group effort. The following 

exercises helped build ensemble within the group. The designs are 

divided according to the elements of the marvelous—the grotesque, the 

mise en scene, and anarchy—although seme overlapping occurred. Most 

exercises utilized by the director of Teen Theatre were the result of 

observations of other directors' work or examples found in actor train

ing books. Many of the most exciting and beneficial designs grew from 

the actual process of creating the marvelous. The young actors often 

added their own variations or suggested alternate exercises of their 

own invention throughout the ensemble and actor training phases. 

Exercises in both the ensemble and actor training periods of 

Teen Theatre development are not only arranged according to the elements 

of the marvelous, but they are also ordered sequentially. Each exer

cise served as transition to the next, forming a natural progression. 

By unifying and training the group developmentally, exercises ceased 

to be fragmented theatre games and became interrelated toward the com

mon goal of realizing the marvelous. 

ENSEMBLE—The Grotesque 

The grotesque relies on its own originality, often mixing the 

ugly and the beautiful, the strange and the familiar, the repulsive 

and the attractive, the fanciful and the real. 

Mirror—Actors divide into pairs. One person becomes 

a mirror for the other person and must mime his every 
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2 
movement and expression. Then they exchange roles. 

Mirror with age progression—Actors who are initiating 

the actions gradually progress frcm childhood to old 

age in both bodily movements and facial expression. 

Mirror exercises were simple enough for beginning actors, yet 

required concentration and cooperation. After actors learned to be 

aware of and sensitive to fellow actors, a sense of trust became essen

tial. The following exercise helped develop trust within the group. 

Trust—The group forms a tight circle no more than five 

feet in diameter. One person goes to the center, closes 

his eyes, and falls backwards, maintaining rigidity in 

his body. The group catches him and gently passes him around 

the circle. This is an excellent exercise since actors must 

3 
touch one another, something they are often hesitant to do. 

To further reinforce the spirit of working together and to 

build ensemble, the group designed exercises which demanded the actors 

to work as a single unit. 

Group in £ lump—Actors lie on the floor in one mass of 

bodies. The director instructs the actors to perform as 

one unit and become a balloon slowly inflating until it 

bursts, bacon sizzling in a pan, popcorn cooking, bread 

dough rising, a single tree or plant growing from a seed 

^viola Spolin, Improvisation for the Theatre: A Handbook of 
Teaching and Directing Techniques (Evanston: Northwestern University 
Press, 1963), p, 60. 

•̂ Robert Pasolli, A Book on the Open Theatre (New York: The 
Bobbs-Merrill Company, Inc., 1970), p. 25, 
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to maturity, or a block of ice melting. The variations 

are limitless. 

ENSEMBLE—Mise en Scene 

As sessions progressed, the actors recognized their potential 

for creating the mise en scene by working as an ensemble. 

Blindfolded maze—The director blindfolds one actor. 

Another actor leads him through a maze of obstacles cre

ated by the other actors' contorted bodies. Sounds aid 

in creating unique atmospheres. 

Imaginary ball—Actors play catch with an imaginary ball. 

It is important to first establish the size and weight 

of the ball, but it can also grow and transform during 

the course of the game as long as everyone can "see 

it. 4 

Tug-of-war—Two teams play tug-of-war with an imaginary 

rope.^ 

ENSEMBLE—Anarchy 

Ensemble within the Teen Theatre company gave the actors a 

feeling of anarchic freedom. Many of the exercises violated laws of 

reason or logic. 

Seek/Reject—One person stands in the middle of a circle 

of actors. When the director calls "seek," the circle 

4 

'ibid., p. 61. 

Spolin, Improvisations for the Theatre, p. 63. 

5. 
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reaches toward the person in the center. They try with 

their entire body to reach him but do not actually touch 

him. Abstract sounds may be used. When the director calls 

"reject," the group reaches away from the center of the 

circle, again utilizing the entire body and primitive sounds. 

After a series of seeking and rejecting, the exercise reaches 

a climax, the director calls "find," and the circle con

verges on the person in the middle and lifts him above 

their heads. 

Group Transformation—One actor comes forward and starts an 

action. After he establishes his action or activity, an

other actor joins in, takes the first person's action, and 

transforms it into a new activity. The first actor reacts 

and works with the second's change. New actors join and 

transform the action, causing the other actors to react 

quickly and to be aware of what everyone else is doing. 

Ensemble work was ongoing throughout the training, production, 

and performance stages of Teen Theatre development. Training the actor 

began only after the company learned to work together as one unit an 

ensemble. Actor training was essential for the creation of the mar

velous; consequently, training incorporated the marvelous into the 

actual process. 

"All performing work begins and ends in the body. When I talk 

^Charles Marowitz, "Notes on the Theatre of Cruelty!" in The 
Director in a_ Changing Theatre, ed. J. Robert Wills (Palo Alto: 
Mayfield Publishing Company, 1976), p. 167. 
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of the spirit or mind or feelings or psyche, I mean dimensions of the 

7 

body." In order to be receptive to the marvelous, the actors over

came physical resistance in the body and removed mental blocks. Actors 

called into use their bodies, memories, senses, emotions, and imagina

tions. 

A vital part of body and mind preparation were physical and 

vocal exercises. Warm-up exercises were done before every class session, 

rehearsal, and performance. It would be redundant to list the relaxa

tion and physical exercises used since excellent examples are found in 

most quality actor training books. Among those utilized in Teen Theatre 

were Maxine Klein's Time, Space and Design for Actors, Robert Benedetti's 

The Actor at Work, and Richmond Shepard's workbook. Mime: The Technique 

of Silence. One important aspect of Teen Theatre warm-ups was that they 

were fun. Actors took turns leading the group and often invented new 

exercises. Individual responsibility for physical and mental prepara

tion was not successful; young actors were simply not disciplined 

enough. 

Actual actor training began on a very simplistic level and 

progressed to more difficult acting problems. Again exercises are 

listed under the element of the marvelous to which they pertain and 

are arranged in order of difficulty. Each exercise lead into the 

next one. 

^Richard Schechner, "Aspects of Training at the Performance 
Group," in Actor Training I, ed. Richard P. Brown (New York: 
Drama Book Specialists, 1972), p. 13, 
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9 

ACTOR TRAINING—The Grotesque 

"The grotesque is the style which reveals the most wonderful 

horizons to the creative artist,"® 

Sound and motion—Actors stand in a circle. One person 

initiates a motion with accompanying sound and crosses 

to another actor who imitates the sound and motion as he 

starts crossing to another actor. Half way across the 

circle, he completely changes both sound and motion. The 

first actor takes the second's place in the circle. The 

process continues until the entire circle has participated. 

Machines—One actor goes before the group and begins a 

sound and motion but stays in one place or general area. 

Other members build a machine by touching him and adding 

their own sounds and movements. When the entire company 

is involved in the imaginary machine, the exercise ter

minates by the director's either "unplugging" the machine 

or "throwing a wrench" in the workings, causing it to 

10 
explode or wind down. 

Machine variation—The company divides into two groups. 

Each group preplans a moving machine and decides how it 

must be turned on by the other group. Group one builds 

^Edward Braun, ed., Meyerhold on Theatre (New York: Hill 
and Wang, 1969), p. 137. 

Pasolli, Open Theatre, p. 5, 

^^Ibid., p. 18. 
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its machine, and group two lifts arms, pushes noses, and 

moves other parts of group one's bodies until they dis

cover how the machine turns on. The machine then operates. 

Repeat the process, and reverse groups for the next session. 

Emotions—The director shouts out different emotions, and 

the actors become those emotions with their bodies. Sounds 

may be used. 

Fountains—The company divides into two or three groups. 

Without preplanning, each group takes turns creating in

stantaneous fountains. The structures may be purely ab

stract, or the director can impose a theme, such as heroic 

or romantic. 

Masks—Each actor receives a Halloween mask. He then cre

ates a body attitude and abstract sound to match his mask. 

A variation is to pair off the company and give a mask to 

one person within each pair. The person without the mask 

mimics the face of the mask and the body and sounds of 

his partner. 

Mime, movements, gestures, and poses of the actors are all 

elements of the grotesque. "Through being decorative they become ex

pressive. For this reason, the technique of the grotesque contains 

elements of the dance; only with the help of the dance is it possible 

Maxine Klein, Time, Space, and Designs for Actors 
(Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1975) , p. 294, 
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to subordinate grotesque conceptions to a decorative task.''^^ By 

being decorative, the grotesque enters the realm of the mise en 

scene. 

ACTOR TRAINING—Mise en scene 

Streamers—The director gives each company member one or two 

crepe paper streamers. Lively classical music plays, and 

the young people move in time, waving streamers. This ex

ercise frees the body and imagination. It is important to 

have ample space and is preferable to have a place with lights 

that dim or switch off. With adolescents, it is helpful to 

have enough room so that they are not aware of or disturbed 

by what others are doing or reactions to what they are doing. 

Since dance is such an important part of theatre. Teen Theatre 

training emphasized movement as a vital part of actor development. By 

freeing the body, actors became more responsive to the mise en scene 

or overall theatrical environment, either imaginary or concrete. 

Movement—Actors respond freely to the directors given by 

the leader. 

1. Lie on the floor and explore the space around you. 

2. Leading with one certain part of your body, rise 

from the floor (elbow, buttocks, back). 

3. Move through space. At the sound of a drum, 

freeze. When the drimi beats again, continue 

moving. 

l^Braun, Meyerhold on Theatre, p. 141. 
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4. Move in rhythm to the drum beats. 

5. Move leading with different parts of your body. 

6. Move using round shapes. 

7. Move in sharp, angular shapes, changing with each 

drum. beat. 

8. Move in slow motion. 

9. Move as fast as you can. 

10. Move, freeze, try to touch as many people around 

you as possible stretching and reaching with any 

part of the body. 

11. Move, freeze, touch one other person with a desig

nated part of the body (head, back, foot). 

12. Move changing levels at the drum signal. 

13. Move at different levels; at the drum signal, 

freeze and join with two other people at different 

levels from yourself to form abstract shapes. 

Obstacles—Actors explore their space until they encounter 

an imaginary obstacle which they must overcome in order to 

continue moving. 

Locomotor movement—Actors discuss different types of loco

motor movements such as run, skip, hop, or lunge. They then 

perform the movements as one group. Individually, they com

bine three movements to form a patterned sequence and per

form this combination for the group. 

Dance stories—By combining types of movements, actors tell 
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a story in pairs. Sounds but no words may be used. One 

example is a hunter stalks an animal, prepares for the 

attack, struggles with the animal, kills it, and rejoices. 

Dance and movement exercises helped the actors become more 

aware of their bodies as a decorative tool in the theatre. Spectacle 

is everything that happens within the world of the theatre. The mar

velous is strongly dependent on the visual and aural aspects of the 

theatre. The mise en scene is actually a series of images, sensory 

reactions which may not be explained rationally, yet evoke definite 

feelings. In order to manipulate the mise en scene for purposes of 

creating the marvelous. Teen Theatre actors trained their sense memory 

and opened themselves to new avenues of sensory awareness. 

The following exercises helped actors become fully aware of 

all aspects of the mise en scene in order to create the marvelous. 

Actors made their reactions to the commands realistic and recreated 

the tastes, smells, sounds, sights, and feelings in their imaginations 

as vividly as possible. Actors scattered throughout the rehearsal 

space, and work on the senses was mostly individualized. The exercises 

are arranged according to which sense they helped the actor explore 

in his imagination. 

HEARING 

1. Explore a dark cave. Hear the sounds of silence 

and an occasional drip of water. Hear an eerie 

distant voice cry out. 
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2. You lie in bed and cannot sleep. Listen to the 

night sounds. Hear heavy breathing that does 

not belong to you. 

3. In partners, pantomime sneaking out of a bedroom 

window in order to do something naughty. Hear 

your mother's voice call yoiu: name. 

4. Hear an extremely annoying sound. Try to escape it, 

but it is impossible. 

5. You have on a new outfit. Visualize it—its color, 

its texture, its smell. As you sit in a chair, 

hear something rip. 

TASTE 

1. Choose your favorite fruit from a basket and eat it. 

2. Eat a sour pickle. 

3. Your mother gives you the chocolate icing bowl to 

"lick." 

4. Eat a peanut butter sandwich. Taste it and feel how 

it sticks to the roof of your mouth. 

SMELL 

1, Try on several perfumes. Smell each individual scent 

2, Chop onions. 

3, You are walking in a lovely forest. Hear the birds, 

and see the beautiful trees and living things around 

you. Touch your environment. Take off your shoes. 
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and feel the grass between your toes. Now smell 

a skunk. 

4. You had a hard day at school and are tired and 

hungry. Enter your home, put down your books, and 

realize that your mother is baking bread in the 

kitchen. 

TOUCH 

1. Pull taffy, and get it stuck on your fingers. Try 

to get the sticky candy off your hands. 

2. Close your eyes, and feel your way through a strange 

room. Feel with all parts of your body since you 

may stumble or bump into furniture and other objects. 

3. See a beautiful, furry little kitten. Carefully pick 

it up and play with it. 

4. Wade in an icy cold stream. Walk on pebbles. Feel 

a thorn in your foot. Walk over prickly dry grass. 

5. Drink hot chocolate that burns your mouth. 

6. Sew a piece of fabric. Prick yourself with the needle, 

7. Eat ice cream. Taste it and feel the texture in 

your mouth. 

SIGHT 

1. See a baby bird fall from its nest. Go to it. 

2. You are waiting for your mother to pick you up on 

the school ground. She is very late, and it is 
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getting dark. You are alone, and you notice 

strange shadows moving nearby. 

3. It is the day of a school picnic that you have 

looked forward to for weeks. Look outside and dis

cover that it is raining. 

4. You receive your report card from school. You 

dread looking at it because you are afraid you 

did poorly in math. Open it and read yoLu: grade. 

5. Attempt to cross a busy street. 

Through training of all the senses, the actors were better 

able to visualize, hear, smell, taste, and touch environments which 

existed in the hidden recesses of their imaginations. The following 

exercise exemplifies culminating sensory work in Teen Theatre. This 

exercise required that the actors call into use all the previous work 

done for reawakening sensations and forced the actors to create a 

mise en scene entirely within their imaginations. 

Plane crash—Actors scatter throughout the rehearsal space 

and empty their minds and relax their bodies. The director 

suggests an environment after he is convinced the actors 

are concentrating: 

The temperature is very cold, and you are not 

properly dressed. You feel alone and lost. You 

are in a strange place and are not sure how you 

got there. Visualize what is around you. It is 

a deserted and hostile forest. The wind is whipping 

through the bare tree branches, making an eerie sound. 
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You are frightened and puzzled, cold and lost. Grad

ually you realize how you got here. This morning you 

boarded an airplane to visit relatives. Now you re

member. The airplane was having engine trouble and 

must have gone down. That explains why you can still 

hear screams in your mind. But where is everyone else? 

You must find them but you must get through all this 

underbrush. Fight your way out. The branches stick 

and scratch you, and your arms and legs hurt from the 

cuts and the cold. You hear movement nearby. Is it 

another passenger or a wild animal? Approach it cau

tiously. Now you smell wood burning. Someone has lit 

a fire. That means warmth and possibly food. You real

ize you are very hungry. Imagine how good a steaming 

hot bowl of stew would be. You must find your fellow 

passengers and the fire. Suddenly you hear wolf howls 

in the distance. It is getting darker and colder every 

minute. Your hands and feet throb from the cold. Fol

low the smell of burning wood and find out if other 

passengers survived the crash. 

Eventually actors converge in one area. The director may let 

the improvisation continue or stop the exercise when he feels work 

with the senses has ceased. 

ACTOR TRAINING—Anarchy 

Anarchy is action with a definite motive which defies 
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tradition. In actor training, anarchy is the absence of control usu

ally exercised by reason. Since the marvelous cannot be explained 

rationally, many of the exercises that developed the marvelous in 

Teen Theatre work were anarchic in nature. 

Object transfoimation—An ordinary object passes around a 

circle. Each actor uses the object in an unconventional 

way. For example, a tea kettle becomes a hat or a purse 

or a musical instrument. 

Imaginary object transformation—One actor molds an imaginary 

object with his hands, uses it, and then passes it to an

other actor who molds it into a new object and uses it be

fore passing it to the next actor. This exercise builds 

on work done with "object transformation," with the added 

problem of making the actor use his imagination and sensory 

recall to create an object. 

The following exercises were dependent on experience gained 

from previous designs listed. If the actors successfully progressed 

throughout the ensemble, grotesque, and mise en scene phases of actor 

training, they generally functioned creatively and intuitively within 

the problems listed below. 

Images of a_ person—Actors choose another member of the 

ccxnpany and perform an image of that person. He does not 

mimic the person; instead, he becomes a feeling or impres

sion of that person. 

1-^Spolin, Improvisation for the Theatre, p. 214. 
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Colors—As the director calls out colors, actors perform 

their interpretations of the color.^^ 

Images—Actors become different images such as the wind, 

a cool forest, snow, a duststorm, or the ocean. 

Greetings—Actors arrange in two lines. Partners come to

gether in the center and greet one another, expressing a 

definite attitude toward the other person with their bodies 

and sounds. Words are not used. 

Integration of the senses—Actors explore in their imagina

tion how colors taste, how smells taste, what colors sound 

like, how smells feel, and how textures sound. 

After Teen Theatre members learned to work together as an 

ensemble, became aware of the potential of their bodies, and dis

covered the realm of their imagination, it was then possible to start 

work building scenes or stories in anticipation of subsequent pro

ductions. Actor training was never complete. As in all theatre ex

perience, it was a continuous process throughout the work in Teen 

Theatre. 

14 Pasolli, Open Theatre, p. 3. 



The difference between an adult and a children's play is— 

a children's play must be better. 

Constantine Stanislavsky 

40 



IV. PRODUCTION PREPARATION 

Of the productions given by Teen Theatre, "The Marvelous 

Adventures of Tyl" and "Peter and the Wolf" most clearly illustrate 

how the marvelous provides a method for working with young actors and 

for creating quality theatre for children. Both productions adapted 

easily to this type of work. "The Marvelous Adventures of Tyl" was 

a published script written by Jonathan Levy, while the Teen Theatre 

company wrote "Peter and the Wolf," using the Prokofiev music and story 

as inspiration. Although methodology varied for each, improvisation 

served as a basis of development in both productions. 

Teen Theatre chose "The Marvelous Adventures of Tyl" because 

of its episodic structure, making it ideally suited to the disorien

tating effects of the grotesque. Its very nature was anarchic. The 

theme of the play was that as children grow up and are taught to see 

and think as adults, they lose the ability to see magic; only Tyl was 

able to see the world as it really was and expose the truth. The pro

duction demanded few set pieces, putting the responsibility for estab

lishing the mise en scene on the actor. 

After the company read and discussed the written script, it 

was set aside, and the actors developed the basic story line through 

the use of improvisation. Before further development could be success

fully accomplished, however, the actors learned to improvise and feel 

41 
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comfortable without predetermined lines. Additional acting exercises, 

most of which were not structured by strict rules, and, therefore, were 

anarchic while simultaneously incorporating elements of the grotesque, 

helped actors learn to work with the marvelous through the use of 

improvisation. 

Multiple meanings in one line—The director introduces a 

simple line such as, "This one will be just fine, thank 

you." Actors take turns repeating the line so that it has 

different meanings or expresses different emotions. 

Gibberish—Improvise scenes using only the words, "pea

nuts, popcorn, and eskimo pies," Examples are an argument, 

a political speech, a demonstration, a classroom scene, 

or telling a group of friends a joke. This exercise auto

matically helps actors assume a definite character and 

2 
forces them to concentrate on action and rhythms. 

Practice for improvisation—The company divides into two 

lines. The first person in line one comes forward and 

starts an activity or action; the first person in line two 

joins him. They establish what they are doing, where they 

are, who they are, and their relationship to one another 

through dialogue and action. 

Transformations using dialogue—Two actors build a scene 

^Maxine Klein, Time, Space, and Designs for Actors (Boston; 

Houghton Mifflin Company, 1975), p. 256. 

^Ibid., p. 35. 
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establishing the what, where, and who. A third actor joins 

them and completely transforms the scene, causing the other 

actors to adapt quickly to the new situation. When another 

actor enters and changes the scene, it is preferable that 

one actor exit to avoid too many actors onstage at the same 

time. Although dialogue is used, the director stresses that 

the scene transformations must be shown, not merely talked 

about, 

Voice transfer—The ensemble divides into groups. Group one 

decides on a story, usually a fairytale, and each actor 

develops a voice for one character in the story. After the 

plot has been established within the group, group two goes 

onstage and must pantomine the story while group one supplies 

the dialogue. The group onstage knows little other than 

what story they are performing and which character voice 

belongs to each actor. An interesting variation is to sub

stitute male voices for female actors, or the inverse. 

The playwright divided "The Marvelous Adventures of Tyl" into 

fourteen separate scenes ranging from the birth of Tyl onstage to a 

scene mourning his execution. The first task the ensemble faced was 

to define clearly the action in each scene and the role Tyl played 

within that action. Once the actors clearly defined the action, actual 

work on the script began. 

^Charles Marowitz, "Notes on the Theatre of Cruelty," in 
The Director in a Changing Theatre, ed, J, Robert Wills (Palo Alto: 
Mayfield Publishing Ccmpany, 1976), p. 167. 
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For the most part, scenes developed independently of each 

other, yet all used basically the same process of working with the 

marvelous by bringing a realistic unreality into existence within the 

realm of the theatre. Since the playwright structured the play epi

sodically, actors were responsible for establishing multiple atmos

pheres and environments clearly and quickly. The company had to cre

ate the mise en scene with little more than their bodies, selected 

props, and limited sound effects and music. 

Stage pictures—The director tells the actors the titles 

of actual paintings. Actors compose a stage picture that 

could fit the title. The director then shows the paint

ing, and the company discusses results. 

This exercise provided the picturization of scenes from "Tyl," 

such as "the birth," "the fair scene," "the execution," "the school

room scene," "Serafina's sickroom," and "the mourning of Tyl's 

death." By expressing the action visually first, it was a natural pro

gression to take the stage picture and further develop the scenes by 

adding improvised dialogue and business. 

Many of the improvised scenes involved the entire Teen Theatre 

company; others utilized only a small number of actors. The ensemble 

traded roles; and, as different actors improvised each scene, new 

variations emerged. The final production was a composite of all work 

done, with the company choosing to keep that which worked best for 

the script. 
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The following scenes most clearly illustrate how this rehearsal 

process worked. 

Tyl joins the army—The company decided who would play Tyl 

and the sergeant; the remaining actors were the military 

company. The sergeant issued a series of commands which 

all obeyed, including Tyl. The more absiird and physical 

the commands were, the better the scene worked. The final 

result was a game-like impression, similar to "Simon Says." 

Whenever Tyl's glasses fell off during the course of the 

improvisation, his responses became different from everyone 

else's. He elaborated on every movement, resulting in the 

sergeant's becoming irrate. As the sergeant imitated Tyl's 

movements in order to show him mistakes, the entire company 

mimicked the sergeant's movements. The action became a type 

of stylized dance which became more and more uninhibited, 

ending in total abandon of regimentation. 

Orchestra—The director played music, and the ensemble 

joined Tyl in pantomiming the playing of different instru

ments. The company sometimes, though not always, used 

props: a broom might become a guitar, or a shoe might be

come a clarinet. Another amusing way of improvising this 

scene was having the actors play different parts of another's 

body as instruments. A back became a piano, arms became 

the slide of a trombone, and a thumb was the mouthpiece of 

a flute with the fingers as keys. The final production used 
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a mixture of imaginary instruments and body parts as instru

ments. The cast decided against props because there was 

no time to bring them onstage. 

In addition to the script's being rehearsed in an unconven

tional—almost anarchic—manner, the director did not cast "Tyl." The 

Teen Theatre company cast roles among themselves based on contribu

tions each member made during the improvisations. Surprisingly, the 

production was well cast, and parts were distributed equitably. Be

cause of the number of characters in the play, most actors played more 

than one role. 

The next step in production preparation for "The Marvelous 

Adventures of Tyl" was character development. Some work had already 

been done during the initial improvisational phase, but further ex

ploration was needed. Again, the marvelous was inherent in the process 

of taking that which was known from the script and expanding into that 

which lives in the imagination. None of the characters in "Tyl" 

were realistic; they were all exaggerations of recognizable types or 

"realistic unrealities." The procedure followed for developing char

acters was not highly structured; the company did much of this type 

of work during improvisations and discussions. These exercises were 

also useful, especially for the development of Tyl, the most complex 

role. 

Multiple characters in one person—Two actors play a scene; 

other actors stand behind them and speak as different char

acters within the same person. A good example used with 
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Teen Theatre was a student being reprimanded by a teacher. 

Actor A was the student as the teacher saw him. Actor B 

stood behind him/ voicing the attitudes of a rebel who did 

not care what the teacher thought, and Actor C might be 

the genuinely apologetic child fearful of parent reaction. 

Aspects of the teacher's personality were developed in the 

same manner. The exercise readily applied to Tyl since 

he actually had adult reasoning powers as a child and even 

4 
spoke asides to the audience while portraying an infant. 

Characters in other situations—In order to establish sub

text, the director placed characters from the play in situ

ations outside of the script and asked the actors to react 

in character. 

At the end of the production preparation phase, the Teen 

Theatre actors once again returned to the script to see how the final 

improvised product resembled the written text. The production closely 

resembled the original script; yet, because of the methodology used, 

it contained certain deviations. Elements of the marvelous were in

trinsic in the original text, and, because of these elements, "Tyl" 

was ideal for Teen Theatre work. 

The script required that the mise en scene be manipulated 

by magic mirrors, with Serafina inside representing other characters' 

alteregos. A ridiculous chase scene occurred when Serafina and Tyl 

eluded their pursuers by transforming themselves into fountains that 

"̂ Ibid. , p, 164, 
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their foes stopped and admired, park benches for sitting, a mother 

rocking her baby, or members of the audience. The grotesque appeared 

in such scenes as Serafina's sickroom in which Tyl impersonated two 

characters simultaneously, a fat old doctor and his young apprentice, 

and when he telescoped six years in age within one short scene, pro

gressing from infant gurgles to full sentences. The very character 

of Tyl was anarchic because of his refusal to follow the rules set by 

others. 

In addition to the already existing marvelous qualities of the 

script, the Teen Theatre ensemble made conscious choices as a result 

of working to bring fantasy and wonderment into their production. In 

the actual script Dietrich was described as "a cut-out figure on 

wheels; " the company decided he should be played by a live actor in 

artifically painted, mask-like make-up who rolled on and offstage on 

roller skates, Dietrich's movements resembled those of a paper doll 

with hinged limbs, and his expression never varied. The result was 

a grotesque mannequin that was used as an example for Tyl to emulate. 

For the classroom scene the ccmpany created a unique mise en 

scene. The atmosphere changed from joyful childlike frolic to an 

artificial, automated monotone when the teacher entered. All of the 

students sat alike, turned their heads at the same time, and answered 

questions in identical drones. An example of anarchy was the actors' 

decision to switch the roles of butcher and animals. The script called 

for Tyl to tie up the butcher, allowing the calf and lamb to safely 

escape. During improvisations, the actors who were playing the animals 
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helped Tyl overpower the butcher. In the final production, the ani

mals rolled the butcher offstage, menacing him with his own knife. 

Whereas work with "The Marvelous Adventures of Tyl" grew 

from a written script to which actors added certain embellishments, 

"Peter and the Wolf" presented an entirely different set of problems. 

Although the Teen Theatre company had the Prokofiev music and accom

panying story as a basis for the production, no formal script was in 

existence. The initial problem that the company faced was to define 

the action and how it related to the marvelous. The story of Peter's 

capturing a vicious wolf was miraculous enough, but the ensemble 

decided to take the plot a step further by mixing two separate reali

ties: the dream world and that world which is perceived as reality. 

Robert Edmund Jones once wrote, "The stage we inhabit is a chamber 

of the House of Dreams;"^ so it was with "Peter and the Wolf." 

The original story was related musically and narratively; 

however, the Teen Theatre company decided to show the story, not tell 

it, making the mise en scene the most important element of the pro

duction. For this reason, improvisations were mostly pantomime of 

action, with words arising from the action and only after actions 

occurred. A majority of the ensemble worked improvisationally on 

previous Teen Theatre productions, making it possible to take a skele

ton story and elaborate on it to create a marvelous effect. 

^Robert Edmund Jones, Th£ Dramatic Imagination (New York: 

Theatre Arts Books, 1941), p, 83. 
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"'It was necessary to picture not life itself as it takes 

place in reality, but as we vaguely feel it in our dreams, our vi

sions, our moments of spiritual uplift.'"^ The following exercises 

aided the actors in incorporating a sense of wonderment and astonish

ment within the production. 

Creating environment with sounds—The ensemble divides into 

two groups. One group gathers on the stage area, the other 

group scatters throughout the space and creates an environ

ment or atmosphere by the use of sounds. The group onstage 

reacts physically and emotionally to the environment in which 

7 
they are placed. 

Creating environments with bodies—Again the actors divide into 

groups. They create environments by physically becoming th-

entire mise en scene. Sounds are helpful. Examples of 

environments created are an ocean with waves, fish, and sea 

gulls circling; or a dry desert complete with cactus, lizards, 

and blowing dust and tumbleweeds. 

The enchanted forest—Actors become a magic forest. No rules 

of logic are dictated; the forest can do anything the actors 

deem. Several members of the company react within the en

chanted environment. 

^James Roose-Evans, Experimental Theatre: From Stanislavsky 
to Today (New York: Universe Books, 1970), p. 13. 

^viola Spolin, Improvisation for the Theatre: A Handbook 
of Teaching and Directing Techniques (Evanston: Northwestern 
UrTiversity Press, 1963), p. 205. 
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From the last exercise came the inspiration to make Peter's 

dream forest peopled with truly marvelous beings. In addition to 

talking animals, the ccmpany decided to cast actors as the tree, a 

bush, and the lake. During the course of the improvisations, the 

lake decided that he should talk, the tree aided the action through 

movements but opted to stay silent, and the bush reacted physically 

to and became an integral part of the plot, 

Aurand Harris once commented: "Life is not transferred 

Q 

to a play, but is transformed. "° In addition to the decision to make 

the story of the wolf's capture a dream, the cast also tampered with 

what was to appear as reality. The original idea for the production 

was for Peter to play with his stuffed animals, fall asleep, dream of 

overpowering a vicious wolf with the help of his talking animal friends, 

and awake to find himself back in his bedroom surrounded by toys. Dur

ing improvisations for the purpose of recreating childhood for the 

actor playing Peter, other actors played dolls and stuffed animals 

with which Peter fantasized. He moved them around his imaginary bed

room, invented games with them, and used his own voice to speak their 

thoughts as children do during imaginative play. From these improvi

sations came the idea to have Peter's toys played by actors who magi

cally came alive during the transition into the dream world. These 

"toys" participated in the actual story of "Peter and the Wolf" and 

later returned to their lifeless state when Peter awakened. The idea 

^Interview with Aurand Harris, child dramatist, San Antonio, 

Texas, February 3, 1979. 
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of live actors playing stuffed toys contributed to the grotesque qual

ities of the production and its preparation. "The grotesque has its 

own attitude towards the outward appearance of life. The grotesque 

deepens life's outward appearance to the point where it ceases to ap

pear merely natural."^ 

Further pursuit of the grotesque, the mixing of opposites 

relying on originality, produced even more fanciful effects. In this 

production it was difficult to separate the grotesque from the mise 

en scene since the story relied so heavily on the visual. Again, 

through the course of improvisations transforming Peter's room into a 

dream forest, the ccmpany decided to construct the bed from actors' 

bodies butted together on hands and knees to form a surface on which 

Peter would recline. A sheet covered their forms so that it was not 

evident that the "bed" was not a solid object. During the trans

formation into the dream, the bed gently rocked, waking Peter who 

stared on with amazement as the bush and lake emerged from under his 

bedcovering. The actor portraying the lake used the sheet as his cos

tume by gracefully whirling around the acting area before he settled 

on the floor, and the cloth became his "water." 

Music played an important part in the dream sequence and was 

the basis for character development. Seme hints about the animals' 

characters were found in the narration of the music, but, since anarchy 

was stressed as part of the rehearsal process, these clues were not 

^Edward Braun, ed., Meyerhold on Theatre (New York: Hill 

and Wang, 1969), p. 139. 
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necessarily incorporated into the actors' roles. More important was 

the attempt to produce a character that looked and acted like his 

music. In order to match characters to the music. Teen Theatre 

utilized exercises aimed at animal characterizations. 

Animal walks—Each actor works with an animal movement 

and transforms it into a human walk. This exercise 

develops with and without music. 

Animal sounds—As the actor makes animal movements and starts 

to feel like his animal, he makes the sounds associated with 

the beast. When he transforms his movement into a walk, he 

also transforms his sound into talk. 

After the actors established a definite animal type through 

use of movement and sounds, the director placed them in improvisational 

situations that would produce conflict. The ccmpany decided that the 

main conflict had to be between Peter and the wolf. In order to re

inforce this conflict, the entire company improvised as wolves ex

cept for one, Peter, or all actors as Peter against one wolf. 

Other conflicts that grew from improvisations were the animals' 

relationships to the wolf and to one another. From these exercises 

came the idea for all animals talking, except for the wolf. Instead, 

he made only terrifying growls and primitive grunts that set him apart 

from the more human animals who conversed openly with Peter. From 

l^Spolin, Improvisation for the Theatre, p. 262. 

l^Ibid., p. 262. 
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these improvisations came the decision to add more animals to the 

original story. A skunk and mouse came into the plot, as well as the 

bird, the duck, the wolf, and the cat. This decision aided the mise 

en scene since it put additional actors into the imaginary dream se

quence and also gave Peter more toys at the beginning and ending of 

the play. 

During production preparation, an actor playing the cat decided 

that he was not merely a stuffed toy; instead he became Peter's live 

pet that was able to talk during Peter's fantasy. The entire cast 

liked the idea, and it became part of the production. Another alter

ation that the company made to the original story was giving the two 

hunters a hunting dog played by an actor. Also from improvisations, 

which were free from restrictions, came the inspiration to localize 

the hunters by giving them Texas accents, contributing to the produc

tion's incongruous, grotesque effect. 

Artaud described theatre as "expression in space," which 

allows the magical means of art and speech to be exercised together. 

He elaborated further by calling the mise en scene the typical lan-

12 
guage of theatre, the point of departure for all theatre creation. 

The Teen Theatre cast subordinated words to action, giving language 

approximately the same importance it has in dreams. After the action 

and conflict were established through improvisation, they wrote a 

•'•̂ Antonin Artaud, The Theatre and It£ Doubly, trans, by 

Mary Caroline Richards (New York: Grove Press, Inc., 1958), 

p. 89. 
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scenario, describing only the sequence of events and containing no 

dialogue. This outline of action served as a script for subsequent 

refinement prior to the final production. 

For both productions, the nature of the production process 

was anarchic since there were no rules governing improvisations, and, 

in the case of "Peter and the Wolf," there was no script to dictate 

action. "In improvisation the actor cannot follow preconceived, con-

13 
ventional patterns of behavior because there aren't any." The mise 

en scene for each production relied heavily on the actors' ingenuity 

and demanded elements of the grotesque as an integral part of each 

production. By exploiting the marvelous qualities inherent in each 

story, the production preparation and the final product heightened. 

Joy and youth have renounced the theatre because, 
instead of wonderful flights into the fantastic region 
of the impossible, it struggles weakly in the snares 
of naturalistic banality or, wingless, drags itself 
about among the anemic, decadent conventions of formal
ism. Joy has its roots in play. Approaching theatre 
as play can create a coherent attitude toward one's 
work while also providing a practical approach for 
actually doing the work. The idea of play as play can 
qovern both the process and the product of the director's 

1 14 work. 

By making acting fun and by approaching a script or story not as a 

group of words and movements which must be mechanically memorized, but 

as play, the rehearsal process and production preparation became a 

•^^Klein, Time, Space, and Designs, p. 234. 

•'•'̂J. Robert Wills, ed., Th£ Director iii a Changing Theatre 
(Palo Alto: Mayfield Publishing Company, 1976), p. 10. 
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flight of fantasy, an exercise in seeking the wondrous and astonish

ing beings that reside in the young actors' imagination-a creating 

of the marvelous. 



And the Goddess of Fantasy drew me towards her with her 

magic glance and imparted a kiss upon my burning lips and said, 

"Tell he who passes not his days in the realm of dreams is the 

slave of the days." 

Kahlil Gabran 
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V. PERFORMANCE 

Theatre is a living art; the moment it comes into existence, 

it vanishes. It is difficult to recreate or even adequately to de

scribe a theatrical performance on paper. Although productions run 

for countless performances, each is unique and can never be repeated 

in exactly the same manner. Because the dramatic moment is so ephem

eral. Teen Theatre viewed performances as an ongoing process rather 

than an end product-

Production preparation never really ceased- Because of the 

improvisational nature of the preparation phases, performances were a 

natural continuation. By the time productions reached the performance 

level, certain business and dialogue became routine. Because of the 

nonstructured methodology used in preparation of productions, however, 

every performance varied more than traditionally rehearsed productions, 

providing a freshness and spontaneity rarely found in conventional 

touring shows. Process became a part of each performance. 

As the productions approached performance, the three elements 

of the marvelous became inseparable. The grotesque, the mise en scene, 

and anarchy were no longer separate entities; instead, they amalgamated 

for the purpose of creating one single effect: the wonderous and 

astonishing effect of the marvelous. 

Since it is so difficult to describe a live performance, only 

certain performance aspects of "The Marvelous Adventures of Tyl" and 
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"Peter and the Wolf" are in this study. Although conditions varied 

for every performance of each play, certain controlling factors re

mained constant. One factor controlling performances was that both 

productions toured, requiring a minimum of bulky set pieces and limit

ing the amount of technical special effects. Since the creation of the 

marvelous in a theatrical sense was the goal of Teen Theatre's process 

and performances, however, visual elements were not ignored or sub

ordinated. 

The less support a ccmpany has from magnificent scenery, 
painstakingly designed costumes, and magical lighting, 
the more important become the quality of the material, 
the attitude and artistry of the director and actors, and 
the director's nurture and control of the end product. 

Because of its limited budget. Teen Theatre relied more on imagination 

and creativity than money. 

Make-up created pleasing visual effects in a relatively inex

pensive way. Although the fact that actors played multiple roles in 

"Tyl" made special make-up designs unfeasible, "Peter and the Wolf" 

gave an opportunity for especially fantastic designs of animal make-up. 

The cat, bird, skunk, mouse, and duck wore elaborate and stylized make

up which further removed them from the realm of reality. The highly 

stylized and grotesque quality of the make-up suited the production 

idea since the animals represented stuffed toys before coming to life 

in Peter's dream. The wolf's terrifying appearance was particularly 

•'•Mary Jane Evans, "Theatre for Children: Art Form or 
Anarchy?", in Theatre for Young Audiences, ed. Nellie McCaslin 
(New York: Longman, Inc., 1978), p. 117. 
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grotesque and greatly aided the actor's characterization of the role. 

Another use of make-up to achieve the marvelous was the addition of a 

ludicrous, long white beard for the grandfather in the dream sequence. 

The beard aided the transition from reality into fantasy. 

Scenic pieces for both productions were relatively simple-

The students enrolled in Teen Theatre designed and constructed the set 

for "The Marvelous Adventures of Tyl." Jerry Martin, a graduate stu

dent enrolled in the Texas Tech Theatre Arts program, designed "Peter 

and the Wolf," with Teen Theatre members constructing the set pieces. 

"The Marvelous Adventures of Tyl" utilized two basic structures: 

a low rectangular counter on wheels and a three-sided, upright, rec

tangular box, representing the magic mirror. The rolling counter trans

formed into various set pieces: a bed for Tyl's birth, a butcher block, 

Serafina's sick bed, and a fair booth. Actors easily moved both 

pieces on and off stage, and each transported readily to and from per

formance sites. Both the counter and the mirror were gaily painted, 

adding color to the mise en scene. As previously stated, the mise en 

scene in "Tyl" depended more on the actors than on scenic devices. 

"Peter and the Wolf" presented a different problem involving 

the mise en scene; it required more beauty to achieve the desired effect 

of the marvelous. Since the grotesque is an element of the marvelous, 

however, care was taken to prevent the production from becoming too 

pretty. As Meyerhold wrote in his treatise on the subject: "The 

grotesque parades ugliness to prevent beauty from lapsing into 
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sentimentality." To avoid an overly sentimental production, make-up, 

costumes, and scenery were at once beautiful and alainning. 

The appearance of the tree particularly fit the description 

of being both beautiful and ugly. Chicken wire covered with burlap 

formed a tree trunk in which an actor stood. The form allowed the 

actor to move somewhat freely around the acting space. The result was 

a beautifully painted tree-like form with a face protruding from its 

center and movable branches (arms) from which leaves appeared to be 

suspended. 

"Peter and the Wolf" used no set; actors wore all scenic ele

ments, making imaginative costuming essential. Animal costumes were as 

elaborate as budget allowed, yet made little pretense of being realistic 

because of the toy motif involved. The lake used the blue bedspread as 

his costume, and the bush consisted of hundreds of individually cut-out 

leaves glued on a felt poncho. All actors' faces were prominent. The 

overall effect left room for the audiences' imagination, was visually 

pleasing, and accomplished the marvelous. 

Costumes for "Tyl" were basically unimportant. Pants and T-

shirts, to which each actor added costume pieces, served as uniforms. 

The cast members, with the exception of Tyl, decorated their basic cos

tumes. Tyl's costume remained unadorned in order to isolate him visu

ally from the other characters. The script required that all adults in 

the play wear glasses. For further exaggeration, the company made 

2Edward Braun, ed., Meyerhold on Theatre (New York: Hill and 

Wang, 1969), p. 138. 
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grossly over-sized frames from large pipe cleaners which both distorted 

the characters' appearance and symbolized the myopic manner in which 

adults view their world. 

The Teen Theatre company members insisted that their productions 

possess an air of enchantment, or the marvelous, for the actor's enjoy

ment and for that of the children who viewed the performances. Because 

children's books are usually illustrated with imaginative fantasy art 

instead of realistic photographs. Teen Theatre avoided the recreation 

of everyday life onstage. Theatre became a world of make-believe for 

actor and audiences alike. Aurand Harris believes that children come 

to theatre "dressed up mentally" to enter a world of fantasy and do not 

want to know how miracles are achieved onstage or how the lights are 

operated. Instead, children expect to be taken out of the real world 

3 
and transported into a world of fantasy. 

Perhaps the most variable of all factors controlling each per

formance of "The Marvelous Adventures of Tyl" and "Peter and the Wolf" 

was the audience. A unique, rather anarchic, audience relationship 

existed for every performance. One example was the acting space. There 

was no clear demarcation between acting area and audience space. Chil

dren almost always sat on the floor of an open area, with action often 

taking place very near them. Action also frequently took place in the 

auditorium area, bringing the audience into a closer visual and emotional 

rapport with the performers. 

•^Interview with Aurand Harris, child dramatist, San Antonio, 

Texas, February 3, 1979. 
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Neither "The Marvelous Adventures of Tyl" nor "Peter and the 

Wolf" demanded or even requested audience participation from the chil

dren; however, audience involvement was inherent in both productions. 

Children frequently immersed themselves so completely in the magic of 

the stories that they offered comments and assistance to the characters. 

An example of audience involvement occurred during a performance of 

"Peter and the Wolf." The duck was unaware that the wolf was sneaking 

up behind to attack him, and the members of the audience shouted a warn

ing. Because the actors were trained improvisationally to expect the 

unexpected, the duck responded to the audience's alarm and played the 

moment accordingly by reacting to the wolf's attack. The duck panicked 

and struggled to escape the water without being eaten by the wolf. 

One explanation for the intense and honest audience response 

during the performances is the nature of a theatre based in the 

marvelous. 

The Theatre of the Marvelous transports the spectator from 
his seat in the audience and locates him in the 'center' 
of the action; and conversely, it carries the action out 
of the theatrical arena and brings it into the private 
daily life of the spectator. 

Certain parts of both productions varied greatly for each per

formance. "The Marvelous Adventures of Tyl" contained a chase scene 

which took place in the audience. Business changed each performance 

according to the audience's reactions and the amount of playing space 

available. In "Peter and the Wolf," the hunters and their dogs 

^Gloria Feman Orenstein, The Theatre of the Marvelous: 
Surrealism and the Contemporary Stage (New York: New York University 
Press, 1975), p. 275. 
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searched for the wolf in the audience. The children always eagerly 

gave directions for finding the animal. 

Of the two productions, "Tyl" was the more conventional, having 

a definite beginning and ending, "Peter and the Wolf," being the later 

production, took more liberties with the audience's imagination. As 

the children entered, Peter played with his stuffed toys, while his 

grandfather read a book and occasionally interacted with Peter. After 

the main action of the play was over and Peter exited, actors portray

ing the toys remained frozen while the audience left the auditorium. 

Many children from the audience delighted in approaching the toys after 

the main action ended. As a result of the reshuffling of realities in 

the performance, children left feeling that Peter and his magical world 

were ongoing. 

Teen Theatre gained many benefits from using the marvelous at 

the performance level- Among the gains was the belief that production 

preparation never stopped- Each performance allowed the actors the ex

perience of creating the marvelous afresh. Performances also gave the 

actors an opportunity to witness their child audiences' delight in 

the marvelous. The voluntary audience participation, childish laughter, 

gasps of astonishment, and total belief in magic made the marvelous a 

worthy pursuit for Teen Theatre members. 



He does not despise the real woods because he has read of 

enchanted wood; the reading makes all woods enchanted. 

C. S. Lewis 
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VI, CONCLUSIONS 

The definition of the marvelous is the intrusion of the unknown 

into the world of reality. It is the bringing of that which only exists 

in the imagination into visual form within the world of the theatre. 

The marvelous was the essence of all work done in Teen Theatre at Texas 

Tech University. Both process and product characterized the work in 

actor training, production preparation, and performance. The marvelous 

consists of three elements: the grotesque, the mise en scene, and 

anarchy. The grotesque and the mise en scene refer to visual and 

aural theatrical images; anarchy refers to an attitude toward process, 

performance, and the manner in which reality is perceived. 

The marvelous proved to be a valid approach for work with 

teenagers engaged in producing theatre for themselves and for young 

children. The marvelous is essential to theatre for children because 

a child is receptive to fantasy and has the ability to involve him

self totally in that which adults might reject as incredible. Teen 

Theatre members were extremely open to the concept of the marvelous 

in both training and production. Perhaps their being so near the age 

of childhood enabled them to understand enchantment better than older 

students could. The junior high age group was energetic, enthusiastic, 

and always receptive to new ideas, and, for the most part, free of 

preconceived notions of how theatre should be created. 
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The use of the marvelous as a part of actor training gave Teen 

Theatre students a creative outlet that benefited the performances and 

the members on an individual basis. Actors grew in poise, confidence, 

intellect, and skill as a result of the methodology employed in class 

sessions. The improvisational quality of training provided a continu

ing challenge since the marvelous demanded exercise of the imagination 

rather than memoraization. The anarchic methodology employed allowed 

creativity and freedom of expression to be a part of the training 

process. The most exciting designs evolved from the actors themselves 

within the training. The young people of junior high age needed a 

place to escape the pressures of growing up in an adult world. Teen 

Theatre offered these teenagers a place to relax and enjoy their nat

ural desire for fantasy. 

"The Theatre of Marvels rediscovers the miracle which links 

the effrontery of illusion with the baseless fragility of the dramatic 

instant, "•'• Teen Theatre's unique approach to production preparation 

aimed at linking illusion with the dramatic instant. Production prepa

ration was a process of drawing forth and transforming fantasy into 

tangible form suitable for performance. As a result of training that 

was based in the concepts of the marvelous, actors made conscious 

choices during the production preparation which influenced the final 

productions. 

^Marian Hannah Winter, The Theatre of Marvels, with a Preface 
by Marcel Marceau (New York: Banjamin Blom, Inc, 1962: original 
copyright Paris: Oliver Perrin, 1962), p, 9. 
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An improvisational approach to the scripts allowed actors to 

work freely within the framework of the text and to integrate the world 

of the imagination with reality. Both "Peter and the Wolf" and "The 

Marvelous Adventures of Tyl" contained potential for the marvelous. 

During the production preparation, these marvelous qualities were elab

orated and expanded, resulting in highly inventive performances. "Chil

dren believe the evidence of their eyes long before they accept the 

2 
truth of what they hear." Since children like to see things rather 

than hear. Teen Theatre made a visual manifestation of the marvelous 

their goal. 

The Teen Theatre company successfully incorporated the marvelous 

into its productions. Without elaborate scenic devices, the company 

produced visually pleasing and artistically sound mise en scenes. The 

performances never lacked vitality or the atjnosphere of wonderment es

sential for the marvelous, because each performance allowed the freedom 

of fantasy and improvisation. 

"Only by observing children at the performance can we learn the 

3 

success of our challenge to the developing human mind." Audience re

action supported the hypothesis that the marvelous is an essential 

quality of children's theatre. Children's reactions to the enchantment 

offered onstage clearly emphasized their love of and enrapture with the 

marvelous. Observations of the children and comments from young people 

and adults alike reinforced the appreciation of Teen Theatre efforts. 

^Moses Goldberg, Children's Threatre: A Philosophy and a 
Method (New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1974), p. 128. 

^Ibid., p. 129. 
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making the formation of the ccmpany a worthwhile endeavor. 

"For a story truly to hold the child's attention it must enter

tain him and arouse his curiosity. But to enrich his life, it must 

stimulate his imagination.""^ Those involved in Teen Theatre felt that 

they were successful in stimulating children's imaginations and, con

sequently, enriching their lives. Productions presented worlds filled 

with wonder and peopled with fantastic and often grotesque creatures. 

Teen Theatre did not reproduce reality but rather a realistic other-

world. The performances provided a place where magic transformations 

unfolded in front of audiences' eyes. As a result of actor training 

and production preparation, performances and the concept of the marvel

ous joined together for the delight of those watching and participating. 

The imagination and the power of dreams can combine to 
create imaginary beings vdio fulfill one's desires. Thus 
the invisible is merely invisible to one who does not 
see with inner vision or in hallucinations.-' 

Most of the original goals set by Teen Theatre were accomplished, 

It provided a successful training ground for young actors and filled a 

need for quality children's theatre within the community. Groups spon

soring Teen Theatre performances showed their appreciation and enthu

siasm for the productions by extending invitations to sponsor future 

performances. Teen Theatre also succeeded in touring its productions. 

Performances took place in the following locations: 

Sruno Bettelehim, The Uses of Enchantment; The Meaning and 
Importance of Fairy Tales (New York: Alfred A, Knopf, 1975), p, 5. 

^Gloria Feman Orenstein, The Theatre of_ the Marvelous: Sur-
realism and the_ Contemporary Stage (New York: New York University 
Press, 1975), p. 60. 
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"The Marvelous Adventures of Tyl" (May, 1978) 

Texas Tech Laboratory Theatre - Lubbock, Texas 
All Saints Private School - Lubbock, Texas 

"Peter and the Wolf" (November, 1978 - February, 1979) 

Meadow Elementary School - Meadow, Texas 
Texas Tech Museum - Lubbock, Texas 
Mahon Library - Lubbock, Texas 
All Saints Private School - Liobbock, Texas 
Roosevelt Party House - Roosevelt, Texas 

Teen Theatre performed "The Marvelous Adventures of Tyl" at the 

Texas Tech Laboratory Theatre in order to promote the Teen Theatre pro

gram, even though no campus performances were planned when the group 

was originally formed. The director of Teen Theatre reasoned that, by 

having a perfoinnance at a known location, audiences accustomed to 

attending productions at the Lab Theatre would become acquainted with 

work being done in Teen Theatre. The Laboratory Theatre perfo2:mance 

proved unsuccessful in promoting future Teen Theatre bookings. 

Of the original goals, the Teen Theatre group failed to achieve 

only one: it did not involve a great number of Texas Tech students in 

the ongoing program. Apathy and lack of information about the Teen 

Theatre program were reasons for the absence of university students' 

involvement. Many students were unaware of the program and the oppor

tunities it offered Texas Tech theatre students. Others simply viewed 

children's theatre as an unimportant art, and, therefore, felt Teen 

Theatre was not worth their talents. 

Teen Theatre provided entertaining and thought-provoking theatri

cal experiences for both actors and audiences. The director and the 

group incorporated the marvelous into actor training, production 
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preparation, and performance. The marvelous became an integral part 

of both product and process, resulting in stimulating and enchanting 

theatre for all. 

Because one finds oneself creating a product for the young 
does not invalidate the product, the process, or the cre
ator. It rather congratulates him on his integrity—he did 
not abandon his ideals nor distort them into more lucrative 
avenues. He produced an honest play, knowing it was for 
children.^ 

^Goldberg, Children's Theatre, p- 127 
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Notes on the Production 

^^^'^' The cast is composed of seven actors: four men 
and three women. They divide all the roles in 
the play among them. 

^^TS; The set for Tyl should be colorful, sturdy, and 
portable. The play was designed to tour. Con
sequently, the fewer elements the set contains 
the better. One possibility: a single-colored, 
light backdrop with moveable geometrical forms— 
perhaps in Mondrian colors—in front of it. 
These forms, alone and combined, should be used 
over and over during the course of the play. 
For example, one form might serve as a school 
desk, a butcher's table, and en executioner's 
block. Another might serve as a doorway, a 
mirror frame, or—turned on its side—a shop 
window. Each side of the forms might be painted 
a different color, like children's blocks. One 
side might be painted black, one side blue, one 
side white, etc.; so that the mood and decor of 
a scene could be established merely by turning 
the forms ninety degrees, 

COSTUMES: Everyone in the cast changes his costume. Every
one except Tyl (and perhaps the actress who plays 
Sue, Sarah, and Serafina) changes his character 
several times. Tyl changes his age, without 
props. All character changes should be accom
plished with as little external help as possible 
— a hat, a stick, a stoop, a different voice. 

The strong costumes (the Rich Man's, the Doctors', 
etc.) should be simple and vivid, like the king 
in a pack of cards. Perhaps the simplest way to 
effect the changes is for the cast to wear tights 
or leotards over which they can slip serope-like 
garments. 

All the unenlightened characters in the ploy— 
the Grandmother, the Teacher, the Doctors, etc.— 
wear half-masks on the top halves of their faces. 
These masks are fitted with large eyeglasses. 
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MUSIC; The music for the play should be original and 
taped, Where indicated, the cast should make 
its own music. If any member of the cost can 
play an instrument—especially guitar—he should 
be encouraged to do so. 

STYLE: 

TEXT: 

The style of this play is essentially that of 
the commedia dell' arte. However, it is in the 
early, rough tradition of the commedia--woIf 
skins and cloven hooves, not dominos and small 
feet. Particular care should be taken with 
the movement in the production—the mime, dance, 
and transformations. It should be muscular and 
acrobatic, not pretty. 

The director should tailor the text judiciously 
to match the particular talents of his company. 
This is especially true of the role of Tyl. 
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OVERTURE 

(THE OVERTURE BEGINS WITH THE HOUSE LIGHTS ON. 
ABOUT HALFWAY THROUGH IT, THEY FADE. 

1. THE BIRTH OF TYL 

(FATHER, MOTHER, DOCTOR. GRANDMOTHER. THEN TYL. 
THEN COUSIN SUZANNE AND A DOG. 

THE MOTHER IS IN BED. PROFILE TO THE AUDIENCE. SHE 
lb COVERED WITH A SHEET THAT MASKS THE BED'S LEGS. 
THERE IS AN EXAGGERATED SEMI-CIRCULAR BULGE OVER HER 
BELLY. THE FATHER. GRANDMOTHER AND DOCTOR STAND 
AROUND THE BED, 

THE MUSIC DWINDLES INTO A SINGLE DRUM.) 

MOTHER 
(IN TIME TO THE DRUM) 

Oh, Oh. Oh my. Oh. 
Oh goodness. Martin, I ... OH. 
I do think he ... 

... he^s just .., 

,.,just about to 

... to be ... 

...OH! 

BORNl 

FATHER 

GRANDMOTHER 

FATHER AND GRANDMOTHER 

MOTHER 

DOCTOR 

(BIG DRUM BEAT, THE SOUND OF A BABY CRYING, ALL 
STAND BACK. TYL, CRYING, EMERGES FROM UNDER THE 
SHEET A BABY'S DRESS IS ATTACHED TO HIS NECK SO 
THAT ALL THE AUDIENCE SEES OF THE ACTOR PLAYING TYL 
IS HIS HEAD AND HIS HANDS. AS TYL EMERGES, THE BULGE 
SUBSIDES. 
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TYL CONTINUES TO CRY. HE LOOKS AROUND THE ROOM FROM 
ONE FACE TO ANOTHER. HIS CRYING TURNS TO LAUGHTER. 
A PUZZLED REACTION FROM ALL) 

GRANDMOTHER 
(PEERING CLOSELY) 

They're not supposed to laugh. They're supposed to cry. 
(TYL POINTS AT HER AND LAUGHS MORE) 

Well, really. 

DOCTOR 
Stand back. 

(THEY DO. HE GRABS TYL AND EXAMINES HIM LIKE A 
SPECIMEN) 

What a curious child. 

Very fat and very fair. 
With a full set of teeth 
And a full head of hair. 
Broad of back and long of limb. 

(TYL, BEING HELD TOO TIGHTLY, MAKES GASPING NOISES) 
I'll just pound a little life into him. 

(THE DOCTOR HOLDS TYL UP AND POUNDS HIM AS IF ON THE 
BACKSIDE, TYL HOWLS IN SURPRISE. THEN PAIN, HE 
TURNS AND BITES THE DOCTOR'S HAND) 

Ow. He bit mel 
(TYL LAUGHS) 

FATHER 
Louder...and louder...and louder. 
How could any father be prouder? 
What shall we name him? Walter? Will? 

(TYL SHAKES HIS HEAD "NO" AFTER EACH NAME) 

MOTHER 
Timothy? Thomas? 

(TYL SHAKES HIS HEAD "NO") 

GRANDMOTHER 
Terence? 

(TYL SHAKES HIS HEAD VIGOROUSLY "NO") 

FATHER 
Tyl. 
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(TYL SHAKES HIS HEAD "YES" AND POINTS AT HIMSELF) 

ALL 
Tyl. 

TYL 
(ASIDE) 

Tyl. 

MOTHER 
Come to your mother, Tyl, 

(SHE TAKES HIM, HE GURGLES IN HER ARMS) 
Such a sweet face. 

GRANDMOTHER 
(HOVERING) 

Look at me, Tyl. I'm your grandma. 
(TYL GROWLS) 

FATHER 
Such intelligent eyes. 

(TYL GURGLES HAPPILY) 

GRANDMOTHER 
Here, Tyl. Come kiss grandma. 

(TYL GROWLS) 

MOTHER 
Such a nice mouth. 

(TYL SIGHS AND SMILES) 

GRANDMOTHER 
(ANGRY AT BEING LEFT OUT) 

I'm your grandma. Kiss grandma. 
(SHE LEANS BETWEEFTFATHER AND MOTHER, HOLDS TYL'S 
HEAD, AND KISSES HIM LOUDLY, TYL HOWLS, TURNS, 
AND BITES HER HAND, SHE YELPS) 

OW. He bit his grandma. 

DOCTOR 
He bites everybody, 

TYL 

Only^if'^t^^y try to hurt me. 
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GRANDMOTHER 
(TO MOTHER) 

Marjory, I have to tell you something. I'll be a hundred 
and ten years old in March and I've seen a lot of children 
in my time. But I have never seen a child like this one. 

DOCTOR 
And neither have I. 

(MUSIC. TYL COMES DOWNSTAGE AND EATS JAM OUT OF A 
POT WITH HIS HANDS. THE GRANDMOTHER AND DOCTOR ARE 
SHOCKED) 

Look at your cousin Dietrich. 

(DIETRICH, A CUT-OUT FIGURE ON WHEELS, IS ROLLED TO 
THE MIDDLE OF THE STAGE, HE IS HINGED AT THE WAIST 
AND BOWS POLITELY) 

GRANDMOTHER 
And look at your cousin Sue. 

(SUZANNE, VERY LADYLIKE, <X)MES DOWNSTAGE AS IF ON 
WHEELS. MUSIC OUT) 

SUZANNE 
Little boys moke horrid noise 
And get in scrapes and messes. 
Little girls wear cultured pearls 
And long expensive dresses. 

(TYL SMEARS JAM ON HER OUTSTRETCHED HAND. SHE 
PAUSES, TURNS, THEN SMEARS THE JAM ON HIS FACE. HE 
PUTS BOTH HANDS IN THE JAM POT AND IS ABOUT TO SMEAR 
HER DRESS WHEN THE GRANDMOTHER TAKES HER HAND AND 
DRAGS HER AWAY) 

GRANDMOTHER 
Suzanne I 

(THE GRANDMOTHER SLAPS HER HAND. BEAT. SHE 
TURNS AND SLAPS TYL) 

Don't lower yourself. 
(MUSIC IN) 
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DOCTOR 
Even the dog has manners, 

(A SMARMY DOG CROSSES AS IF ON WHEELS) 

GRANDMOTHER 
And Good Lord look at you I 

(TYL, SQUEALING AND SQUALLING, COLLAPSES INTO 
BABYHOOD) 

MOTHER 
He's just a baby. 

(THE FATHER AND THE MOTHER COME DOWNSTAGE. TYL 
CRAWLS AND ACTS BABYISH. 

NOTE: TYL TELESCOPES SIX OR SEVEN YEARS OF GROWTH 
INTO THE NEXT SCENE. VOCALLY, HE GOES FROM BABY 
SOUNDS TO SYLLABLES TO WORDS TO SENTENCES. PHYSICALLY, 
HE GOES FROM BABYHOOD TO BOYHOOD) 

2, TYL LEARNS TO TALK 

(TYL. THE MOTHER. AND THE FATHER) 

TYL 
- (MAKING BABY SOUNDS) 
Ah , , . ah . . • mm . . . aa , , , mm 

(AD LIB) 
Mama. Papa. 

(HE POINTS OUT) 
Peoplel 

(HE POINTS UP) 
S a n . 

MOTHER 
Sun, T y l . T h a t ' s t h e s u n . 

TYL 
San. 

(ASIDE) 
I know it's the sun. I just can't say it. 

(HE PUTS HIS T721̂ DS ON THE GROUND) 
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TYL (CONT,) 

FATHER 
Eorth. Tyl. The good earth. 

TYL 
Ears-th, 

(HE BEGINS TO EAT THE EARTH) 

MOTHER 
(STOPPING HIM) 

Don't eat it, Tyl. 

TYL 
(ASIDE) 

If it's good why can't I eat it? 

MOTHER 
Look, Tyl. Look at the moon. 

TYL 
Moom. 

MOTHER 
Moon, Tyl. Say moon. 

TYL 
(GETTING TO HIS KNEES) 

Moon. The sun and the moon shine on the earth. 
(ASIDE) 

It's getting easier. 
(ALOUD) 

And on all the earth's people, 

(THE FATHER AND THE MOTHER EXCHANGE A PROUD LOOK) 

FATHER 
That's marvelous, Tyl, 

TYL 
(STANDING) 

Oh yes. It is. It's ... marvelous. 
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(THE SOUND OF BELLS) 

MOTHER 
Tyl, hurry. You'll be late for school. 

(MORE BELLS, BECOMING MUSICAL. THE MOTHER AND 
THE FATHER PREPARE TYL FOR SCHOOL) 

3. SCHOOLROOM SCENE 

(STUDENTS. THEN THE TEACHER. THEN TYL. 

WHILE TYL IS BEING PREPARED FOR SCHOOL DOWNSTAGE, THE 
SCENE UPSTAGE BECOMES A SCHOOLROOM, ACTORS STRAGGLE 
IN, PERHAPS MUTTERING SUMS. TWO ACTORS CARRY IN A 
LADDER TO WHICH A COLOR WHEEL IS ATTACHED. DIETRICH, 
THE CUT-OUT FIGURE, IS ROLLED IN AND SEATED, ALL 
TAKE THEIR PLACES. 

MOTHER 
Goodbye, Tyl. 

(THE FATHER AND MOTHER WAVE TO TYL, WHO WAVES BACK, 
THEN EXITS. 

THE BELLS STOP. THE STUDENTS TURN FORWARD. ENTER 
THE TEACHER—ONE ACTOR ON ANOTHER'S SHOULDERS. THE 
TEACHER WEARS A LONG GOWN AND A MORTARBOARD HAT. THE 
TOP ACTOR WEARS A HALF-MASK. HE CARRIES A POINTER) 

TEACHER 
Good morning, class, 

CLASS 
Good morning. Sir. 

TEACHER 
Quiet down, now, quiet down. You. Stop that idiotic 
grinning. This is school and school is serious. Yester-
day, you remember, we studied the numbers. To review: 
how many fingers am I holding up? 

(HE HOLDS UP FIVE) 

CLASS 
Three. 
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(HE HOLDS UP EIGHT) 
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TEACHER 

CLASS 
One. 

TEACHER. 
Excellent. You're making progress. Today, class, we 
will study the colors. You may think that telling one 
color from another is a simple matter. Believe me, it 
is not. 

(HE HAS TURNED HIS BACK ON THE CLASS. ENTER TYL 
STEALTHILY. HE TRIES TO SNEAK TO HIS SEAT. THE 
TEACHER CONTINUES WITHOUT TURNING AROUND) 

Tyl, you're late. 
(THE TEACHER TURNS) 

How do you expect to learn anything if you don't get to 
school on time? Or do you think you know it all already? 
Hm? 

(HE TURNS BACK TO THE COLOR WHEEL) 
We will begin at the beginning with the color ^ 

(HE TURNS THE WHEEL TO A BRIGHT BLUE) 
RED. Now red is one of the seven primary colors. You 
can always recognize red by ... 

TYL 
That's blue. 

TEACHER 
Nonsense, Tyl. This is a particularly clear shade of 
red. Our second color ,.. 

TYL 
It's blue. 

TEACHER 
(TURNING, EXASPERATED) 

I've already told you twice this color is red. Tyl, 
why must you be such a troublemaker? 

TYL 
But it's blue. 
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TEACHER 
Dietrich, is this red? 

(DIETRICH BOWS "YES") 

You see? Class, what color is it? 

CLASS 
Blue. 

TEACHER 
(RAISING STICK) 

I'll ask the question again. V/hat color is that, Class? 
RED ... or blue? 

HALF-CLASS HALF-CLASS 
Blue. Red. 

TEACHER 
That's better but not perfect. 

(HE RAISES HIS STICK AND SHAKES IT) 
Once more. RED ... or blue? 

CLASS 
(EXCEPT TYL, WHO IS SILENT) 

RED. 

(TYL TURNS TO THE AUDIENCE AND PRONOUNCES "BLUE** 
SILENTLY) 

GIRL 
(WHISPERING TO TYL) 

Stop it. He'll keep us in after school, 

TYL 
(LOOKING IN THE GIRL'S EYES) 

What lovely red eyes you've got, Sarah. 
(TYL MAKES FACES AT HER UNTIL SHE LAUGHS) 

TEACHER 
Sarah, stop laughing. I'm surprised at you. Tyl, get 
back to your seat. 

(THE TEACHER TURNS AND FACES THE CLASS) 
If it's blue you want, class, I'll show you blue. 
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TEACHER (CONT,) 
(HE TURNS THE WHEEL TO ORANGE) 

Now that is blue. 

TYL 
(ASIDE) 

It's orange. 

TEACHER 
(POINTING TO PURPLE) 

And that is yellow. 

CLASS 
(DULLY) 

Yellow. 

TEACHER 
(POINTING TO WHITE) 

And that is green. 

CLASS 
Green. 

(TYL HAS SNUCK OUT OF HIS SEAT AND CLIMBED THE 
LADDER SO THAT HE IS JUST ABOVE THE TEACHER'S 
HEAD. HE LIFTS THE MORTARBOARD AS IF IT IS ON 
A HINGE. EACH TIME THE TEACHER NAMES A COLOR, 
TYL LIFTS OUT ANOTHER OBJECT, AS IF FROM THE 
TEACHER'S HEAD. THE CLASS RESPONSES TURN TO LAUGHTER 
AND THE ORDER OF THE CLASSROOM BREAKS DOWN—SOME 
STUDENTS COME FORWARD TO PICK UP THE OBJECTS TYL 
THROWS, SOME CAVORT, ETC,) 

TEACHER 
(POINTING TO RED) 

And that is black. 

CLASS 
Black. . 

(TYL PULLS OUT A DOG-EARED BOOK) 

TEACHER 
(POINTING TO BLACK) 

And that is white. 
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CLASS 
White. 

(TYL PULLS OUT AN OLD SHOE) 

TEACHER 
I hope I'm not going too fast for you, 

(HE POINTS TO BROWN) 
And that is gold. 

(TYL PULLS OUT A COIL OF ROPE WITH BOWS TIED TO 
IT AND A COW BELL ON THE END OF IT) 

Say gold, class. 

(THE CLASS IS NOW IN SEMI-CHAOS) 

And that is ... that is ... clearly .,. 

(TYL ROOTS AROUND IN THE TEACHER'S HEAn AS IF SCRAPING 
AN EMPTY POT. FINDING NOTHING, HE TAKES OFF THE 
TEACHER'S GLASSES) 

My glasses 1 Where are my glasses? 

CLASS 
(AD LIB) 

GLASSES, WHERE ARE HIS GLASSES? (ETC.) 

(THE TEACHER STUMBLES AROUND. TYL HOLDS THE 
GLASSES OUT. THE TEACHER MAKES SEVERAL GRABS FOR 
THEM, THEN GETS THEM AND PUTS THEM BACK ON. HE 
IS STARING DIRECTLY AT TYL) 

TEACHER 
Tyll I might have known. 

(TYL JUMPS DOWN FROM THE LADDER. THE TEACHER CHASES 
HIM, SWINGING HIS POINTER. TYL AVOIDS HIM, JUMPING 
OVER AND UNDER THE POINTER, THEN HIDING) 

Where is Tyl? 

CLASS 
(AD LIB) 

Tyl. Where's Tyl. (ETC.) 

TYL 
Here I am. 
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(THE TEACHER ROARS. MUSIC. THE CHASE TURNS INTO 
A KIND OF PULL FIGHT, THE TEACHER CHARGING, TYL 
GRACEFULLY AVOIDING HIM. THE CLASS BECOMES SPECTA
TORS AND REACT TO THE ACTION. THEY GET ROWDY) 

TYL (CONT.) 
No, here. No. Over here, 

(HE LEAPS OUT THE WINDCW. THE TEACHER MAKES A 
LAST SWIPE) 

TEACHER 
CLASS, Class, come to order, 

(THE CLASS QUIETS DOWN QUICKLY) 

Get back to your desks, 

(THEY DO, AND SIT MUTE AND COWED) 

That's better. Why can't you all be more like Dietrich? 

(LIGHT ON DIETRICH'S FACE. FREEZE, THE LIGHT 
FADES SLOWLY. REENTER TYL DOWNSTAGE. 

4. TYL GETS GLASSES 

(TYL, THEN THE DOCTOR) 

TYL 
(TO THE AUDIENCE) 

Maybe there's something wrong with me. All I know is, 
I see what I see. 

(THE FREEZE BREAKS, ALL BUT TYL EXIT) 

I can't help it. Can I? v;ell, can I? 

(ENTER DOCTOR) 

DOCTOR 
Of course you can help it. You're just not trying. 

(HE LOOKS CLOSELY AT TYL) 
Just as I thought. You need glasses. 

TYL 
I do? 
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DOCTOR 
Everybody needs glasses. Here, Try these, 

(HE GIVES A PAIR OF GLASSES TO TYL, WHO PUTS THEM ON) 
That's better now, isn't it? 

(AWKV^ARD MUSIC. TYL STUMBLES AROUND THE STAGE) 

TYL 
Oh, yes. Much better. I can see perfectly now. 

(THE DOCTOR SAVES HIM FROM FALLING OFF THE STAGE, 
MUSIC OUT) 

DOCTOR 
What kind of day is it today, Tyl? 

TYL 
It's warm and sunny, 

DOCTOR 
It isn't warm, Tyl. It's freezing cold. 

TYL 
(SHIVERING) 

Of course, you're right. It's freezing cold. 

DOCTOR 
And it's raining. 

TYL 
(PROTECTING HIMSELF FROM THE RAIN) 

It's raining very hard. 

DOCTOR 
What are you talking about, Tyl? It's not raining. The 
sun is shining. And it's very hot out. 

TYL 
Of course, of course. That's what I meant. 

DOCTOR 
I think, Tyl, you are ready for the Army, 
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5. ARMY SCENE 

(TYL. THE DOCTOR. THEN A SERGEANT AND TWO SOLDIERS. 

MARTIAL MUSIC. THE SERGEANT IS HEARD COUNTING 
CADENCE OFF-STAGE) 

DOCTOR 
Sergeant. Here's a new recruit for you. 

(EXIT THE DOCTOR WITH TYL'S OUTER CLOAK, TYL IS 
NOW DRESSED AS A SOLDIER. ENTER A SERGEANT AND 
TWO SOLDIERS, MARCHING. THE SERGEANT IS COUNTING 
CADENCE) 

SERGEANT 
...hup two three four, hup two three four — you, there. 
New man. Fall in line. Hup two three four (ETC), 

(TYL FALLS INTO STEP. THE SERGEANT MARCHES THE 
MEN AROUND THE STAGE AND STOPS DOWN CENTER) 

Company, halt. 

(THEY HALT. FROM HERE UNTIL TYL LOSES HIS GLASSES, 
THE SOLDIERS EXECUTE THE SERGEANT'S ORDERS PERFECTLY, 
THE RESULT IS A CROSS BETWEEN A DANCE OF MARIONETTES 
AND A GAME OF "SIMON SAYS") 

Company, right face. Left face. About face. Company, 
eyes right. Eyes left. Eyes front. Eyes up. Eyes 
down. Company, lean left. Lean right. All fall down. 

(TYL'S GLASSES FALL OFF AND SLITHER DOWNSTAGE. 
TYL, ON HIS STOMACH, GRABS FOR THEM) 

Company, on your feet. 

(TYL, NO LONGER AN AUTOMATON, IS BEWILDERED AND 
LOOKS AROUND. FROM HERE ON, TYL BEGINS TO ELABORATE 
ON EACH r^VEMENT TO KEEP HIMSELF INTERESTED. FOR 
EXAMPLE, HE DOES A LITTLE HOP ON "RIGHT FACE," A 
DRAG-STEP ON "PRESENT ARMS," ETC.) 

Attention. Company, parade rest. Company, attention. 
Company, present arms. Company, left face. Right face. 
About face. STOPI You. New man. When I give a command 
I want it obeyed exactly. No making things up. When I 
say "right face" I mean right face, without a dumb little 
hop in it ... like this. 
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SERGEANT (CONT.) 
(HE DOES WHAT TYL DID. TYL THEN DOES IT AGAIN) 

And when I say "present arms" I mean present arms, not 
some skipping nonsense...like this. 

(THE SERGEANT DOES WHAT TYL DID, TYL DOES IT AGAIN) 

Right. That's exactly what I don't want you to do, 

TYL 
V/hat about this? 

(TYL DOES A MORE ELABORATE MOVE. THE SERGEANT DOES 
IT AFTER HIM) 

SERGEANT 
That's right. None of that either. 

(TYL DOES SEVERAL MORE MOVES, MORE AND MORE ELABORATE. 
THE SERGEANT DOES EACH AFTER HIM) 

Or that. Or that. And especially not that. 

(THE MOVEMENT BECOMES MORE OF A DANCE STEP THAN A 
MILITARY MANEUVER. TYL LEADS, THE SERGEANT FOLLOWS. 

MUSIC. TYL AND THE SERGEANT DO A SHORT CIRCULAR 
DANCE BASED ON THE MOVEMENT. THE OTHER TWO SOLDIERS 
WATCH, THEN THEY DANCE TOO, MIRRORING THE SERGEANT 
AND TYL. 

COMING BACK TO HIMSELF) 
Stop iti Stop DANCINGI You're spoiling my soldiers. 
Back in line now, all of you. 

(MUSIC OUT) 

On the double. 

(THEY DO) 

Company, attention. Right face. 

(ALL TURN RIGHT EXCEPT TYL, WHO TURNS LEFT) 

Forward, march. Hup two three four (ETC.) 

(EXIT THE SERGEANT AND SOLDIERS TO THE MUSIC 
THEY ENTERED TO. REENTER THE DOCTOR) 
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DOCTOR 
Here, Tyl. You dropped your glasses. 

TYL 
I don't think I want to wear glasses. They make me feel 
strange. 

DOCTOR 
You probably just hod the wrong kind. Try a new pair. 

(HE GIVES HIM OTHER GLASSES) 

TYL 
(TO AUDIENCE) 

Should I put them on? 

DOCTOR 
Of course you should. Here. I'll help you. 

(HE DOES. AWKWARD MUSIC. TYL FOCUSES, SWAYING 
BACK AND FORTH. 

ENTER TWO OLD WOMEN WITH SHOPPING BASKETS. THEY 
WALK AROUND TYL AND TALK ABOUT HIM WITHOUT TALKING 
TO HIM. MUSIC OUT) 

FIRST WOMAN 
I call it a disgrace. 

SECOND WOMAN 
That's just what it is. It's disgraceful. 

FIRST WOMAN 
A boy his age without a job. 

SECOND WOMAN 
I've worked all my life. I don't see why he shouldn't 
work. 

DOCTOR 
(AS THIRD OLD WOMAN) 

Look at him. My dears, just look at him. Who would hire 
him? 

(ENTER BUTCHER) 
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BUTCHER 
I'll hire him. I need an apprentice. I'll make a butcher 
out of him in no time at all, 

6. BUTCHER SCENE 

(TYL. THEN A BUTCHER. THEN A CALF AND A LAMB. 

THE SCENE BECOMES A BUTCHER'S SHOP. A BUTCHER'S 
BLOCK WITH EQUIPMENT HANGING FROM IT — TWO LARGE 
KNIVES, A SHARPENER, A FUNNEL, ETC. THE BUTCHER 
TAKES ONE KNIFE AND GIVES THE OTHER ONE TO TYL.) 

BUTCHER 
Here, Tyl. Do what I do and repeat after me. 

(THE BUTCHER ILLUSTRATES WITH LARGE MOTIONS OF HIS 
KNIFE. THE RESULT IS LIKE AIR PAINTING. TYL 
IMITATES HIM) 

One slice up and one slice down ... 

TYL 
One slice up and one slice down ... 

BUTCHER 
A slit in the gizzard and a slit in the crown ... 

TYL 
... in the gizzard and a slit in the crown ... 

BUTCHER 
Lop off the head and the toil and the feet ... 

TYL 
...and the tail and the feet ... 

BUTCHER 
And there is your carcass remarkably neat. 

TYL 
... markably neat. 

BUTCHER 
Very good, Tyl, 
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TYL 

BUTCHER 
I have to leave the shop for a while, Tyl, You're in 
charge while I'm gone. Here. Tie on the apron. 

(HE TAKES OFF HIS APRON AND GIVES IT TO TYL, TYL 
PUTS IT ON, THE BUTCHER PUTS ON A HAT) J 

There's nothing much for you to do while I'm away. * 
(HE LEADS OUT A LAMB AND A CALF, BLEATING AND MOOING) I 

Just slaughter these two and cut them up the way I showed * 
you. The mayor eats steak. 

(THE CALF MOOS) 

And his wife eats lamb chops. 

(THE LAMB BAAS) 

Remember, now. Just the way I showed you. 

(EXIT BUTCHER. TYL, WHISTLING, SHARPENS HIS KNIFE 
AND TESTS ITS SHARPNESS. THE CALF AND THE LAMB MOO 
AND BAA WITH INCREASING APPREHENSION. THEIR NOISES 
BECOME...) 

Moo. Mooo-cy. 

Baaa. Baaa-ee ... 

... moo-ciful. 

CALF 

LAMB 

CALF 

TYL \ 
(REPEATING HIS LESSON WITH GESTURES) ' "^ 

One slice up and one slice down ... C 
(THE LAMB AND THE CALF BAA AND MOO, SCURRYING AROUND. 
TYL CHASES THEM SHOUTING ANGRILY) 

Come on, now, you. Hold still. 
(HE CATCHES THE LAMB) 

Got you. 
(HE DRAGS THE LAMB, BAAING PITIFULLY, TO THE BLOCK. 
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TYL (CONT.) 
HE RAISES HIS KNIFE) 

One .., two ... thr .,. 
(THE CALF LEAPS AT HIM AND KNOCKS OFF HIS GLASSES) 

MY GLASSES. Where are my glasses? 
(HE LOOKS AROUND. THE LAMB TRIES TO ESCAPE. TYL 
STOPS HER) 

1 No you don't. I've still got my knife, 
t (HE RAISES IT) 
1 One ... two ... three, 
} (TYL, NaV LOOKING THE LAMB IN THE EYE, LOWERS THE 

KNIFE SL0V;LY) 
But you ... you're ... 

LAMB 
We're living creatures. 

(THE LAMB AND THE CALF SIGH DEEPLY) 

CALF 
(EXTENDING HIS HOOF) 

I'm Moo-rice. 

LAMB 
And I'm Baaa-bara. 

(THE CALF CRIES) 

TYL 
Moorice, you're crying. 

CALF 
I was soooo frightened. 

LAMB 
} He's very sensitive. He's artistic. He paints. 

1 ^^^^ 
I paint moo-rals and make moo-soics. 

LAMB 
He sings, too. He's a bao-ritone. 

TYL 
Sing us something, Moorice. 
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LAMB 
Yes, do. It will cheer us up. 

CALF 
(SHYLY) 

What shall I sing? 

LAMB 
Sing "Moorish Moon." 

CALF 
"Mooo-rish Moon?" That's a very hard song. You'll have 
to help me. 

(HE VOCALIZES. MUSIC. 

NOTE: THIS SONG SHOULD BE SLOW, AND SOUND LIKE A COW 
MOOING. THE WORDS ARE NOT IMPORTANT. THE SONG SHOULD 
BE SLOW IN TEMPO, THE BUTCHER'S SONG, WHICH INTERRUPTS 
IT ANTIPHONALLY SHOULD BE QUITE FAST. 

THE CALF SINGS) 
That mooney June we used to croon 
This moody tune on the lagoon to a bassoon. 

Oh Moorish Moon, Oh Moorish Moon, 
You look like a maroon baloon. 
I wish I had a big harpoon 
To move you with. Oh Moorish Moon. 

(IN THE MIDDLE OF THE CHORUS, THE BUTCHER IS HEARD 
SINGING OFF-STAGE) 

BUTCHER 
Ham chops, lamb chops, ribs and roost. 
Smidgens of pigeons served up on toast. 

TYL 
Shh. 

(HE LISTENS. THE VOICE GETS CLOSER) 
He's back. Run. 

(THE ANIMALS SCURRY AROUND) 
Hide. Hurry. 

(AFTER SOME CONFUSION, THE ANIMALS HIDE. THE 
BUTCHER'S SINGING HAS GOTTEN LOUDER. JUST AS THE 
ANIMALS ARE OUT OF SIGHT, THE BUTCHER ENTERS) 
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BUTCHER 
(SINGING) 

Saddle a veal and a nice jellied eel. 
Make a magnif, a magnificent meal. 

Where are those carcasses? I can't wait to get to work. 
Where's my knife? 

(TYL GIVES IT TO HIM) 
Ah. 

(HE WAVES IT IN THE AIR) 
Help me on with my apron. And then ... 

(THE BUTCHER PERFORMS AN OPERATION ON THE AIR. TYL, 
AVOIDING THE SWIPES OF THE KNIFE, HELPS HIM ON WITH THE 
APRON, SUCCEEDING IN TYING HIS HANDS BEHIND HIS BACK 
IN THE PROCESS) 

One slice up and one slice down ... 

TYL 
Just slip this over your head. There. 

BUTCHER 
A slit in the gizzard and a slit in the crown .,. 

TYL 
Put your arm through here. That's right. And the other 
one through here. I'll hold the knife. 

BUTCHER 
Lop off the head and the tail and the feet .,, 

(HE IS TIED UP NOW. HE STRUGGLES) 
I can't move! What have you done to me? 

TYL 
(CUTTING NEAR THE BUTCHER) 

One slice up and one slice down .,• 

BUTCHER 
Don't do that. It's dangerous. 

(THE LAMB AND THE CALF EMERGE) 

CALF 
You're telling us it's dangerous. 

BUTCHER 
THEY^RE STILL ALIVE! Get out of my shop. 
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BUTCHER (CONT.) 
(THE U^MB AND THE CALF FLAY NEAR THE BUTCHER, MOCKING 
HIM) 

Not you. Him. 

(EXIT THE LAMB AND THE CALF JOYFULLY. 

STRUGGLING, TO TYL) 
Out. Get out. 

(TYL TAKES THE FUNNEL OFF THE BLOCK AND BLOWS IT AT 
THE BUTCHER. IT f^KES A NOISE LIKE A NOISEMAKER) 

Right this minute, 

(TYL BLOWS THE FUNNEL AGAIN) 

And don't you ever dare come back. 

(TYL BLOV;S AGAIN) 

You have no head for business! 
(THE BUTCHER STRUGGLES, THEN FREEZES. TYL COMES 
DOWNSTAGE MAKING TENTATIVE SOUNDS ON THE FUNNEL, 
ENTER THE DOCTOR) 

DOCTOR 
Tyl, you're very careless. You've lost your glasses 
again. Luckily I've got another pair in my pocket. 

(HE REACMLS INTO HIS POCKET) 

TYL 
No thank you. 

DOCTOR 
But you have to wear glasses. 

TYL 
Why? 

DOCTOR 
Because everybody wears glasses. Î  wear glasses. 

(DIETRICH, THE CUT-OUT FIGURE, IS PUSHED ON) 
Your cousin Dietrich wears glasses. Don't you want to 
be like Dietrich? 
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TYL 
No. 

(HE SHOVES DIETRICH WHO FOLDS IN HALF) 

DOCTOR 
Don't you want to be like me 

TYL 
NO, 

DOCTOR 
NO!? 

TYL 
NO! I want to be like me. Now why don't you just go 
away and let me play my trumpet. 

DOCTOR 
(Angry) 

What trumpet? 

TYL 
This trumpet. 

THE ELONGATES THE FUNNEL WHICH BECOMES A HERALDIC 
TRUMPET. HE BLOWS ON IT, IT MAKES A LOVELY SOUND, 
THE DOCTOR FREEZES IN A POSE OF CONSTERNATION, TYL 
PLAYS A LITTLE MORE. EXIT THE BUTCHER AND THE DOCTOR) 

7. ORCHESTRA SCENE 

(TYL. THEN MOST OF THE COMPANY. 

TYL PLAYS, WALKING AROUND THE STAGE. HE FLAYS BEHIND 
PIECES OF SCENERY, INTO THE WINGS, ETC. CALLING A BAND 
OF MUSICIANS UP ONE BY ONE. THE ENTIRE COMPANY JOINS 
HIM, EXCEPT FOR THE ACTOR WHO WILL PLAY THE RICH MAN AND 
THE ACTRESS WHO WILL PLAY SERAFINA. EACH ACTOR PLAYS A 
DIFFERENT INSTRUMENT. THEY WALK AROUND AS A BAND. IF 
POSSIBLE THROUGH THE AUDIENCE. 

8, RICH MAN SCENE 

(TYL. MUSICIANS, A RICH MAN, 

ENTER A RICH MAN CRYING, HE IS DRESSED ENTIRELY IN 
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GOLD, THE ORCHESTRA STOPS PLAYING, RAGGEDLY. THE 
RICH MAN CRIES LOUDER, THE ORCHESTRA FEELS SORRY FOR 
HIM AND TRIES TO MAKE HIM LAUGH; THEY MAKE FACES, PLAY 
FUNNY MUSIC, ETC.—BUT THE RICH MAN ONLY CRIES LOUDER. 
AT LAST HE RAISES HIS HAND AND STOPS THE ORCHESTRA.) 

RICH MAN 
My friends, thank you for your kindness. I am touched 
by it and feel I owe you the courtesy of explaining to 
you why all your well-meant antics hove failed to bring 
even the faintest smile to these old lips. 

(MUSIC, NOT FROM THE ORCHESTRA) 

In there, in that sad room 

(TWO OF THE COMPANY RAISE A SHEET BETWEEN THEM, THEREBY 
CREATING A ROOM) 

lies my only daughter, Serafina, sick unto death and 
worsening. Hour by hour she grows weaker, despite the 
constant attention of the two famous doctors I have 
brought here from the ends of the earth. But, alas, all 
their remedies have failed. As you may have guessed, I 
am not a poor man. 

(HE TAKES A BAG OF GOLD FROM HIS BELT AND JANGLES IT. 
ALL REACT, ESPECIALLY TYL) 

If some new doctor were to appear with fresh ideas—not 
some adventurer, not some charlatan, but a real physician 
—and if by some miracle he were able to cure my dear 
Serafina. no reward 

(HE JANGLES THE BAG AGAIN. A SECOND. LARGER 
REACTION. EXIT TYL) 

no reward at all would be too great for him. But if such 
a physician is to come in time, he must come soon. 

(ENTER TYL AS A DOCTOR) 

TYL 
(MUTTERING) 

Tibula fibula. Gluteus maximus. (ETC.) 
(TYL DOES SOME DOCTOR BUSINESS, LIKE POURING LIQUID 
FROM ONE CUP TO ANOTHER.) 
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RICH MAN 
Oh, what a marvel. My prayers are answered. 

TYL 
(MUTTERING) 

Gobble gobble. 

RICH MAN 
A new physician. 

(HE EXAMINES TYL CLOSELY) 
Obviously a very deep thinker. But he's so young. 

TYL 
(ASIDE) 

Young? 
(TYL. NOT PAUSING IN HIS GIBBERISH, BECOMES OLD-
OLD VOICE, OLD POSTURE, OLD MANNERISMS, ETC.) 

RICH MAN 
(STARING, PUZZLED) 

Not as young as I thought. 
(TYL EXAGGERATES) 

In fact, he's ancient. Still, I'm sorry to see he's so 
thin. I only employ fat doctors, because I believe only 
those who are sleek and stout themselves can restore 
others to a state of sleekness and stoutness. 

TYL 
(ASIDE) 

Too thin? 
(TYL, NOT PAUSING IN HIS GIBBERISH, BECOMES FAT-
FAT FACE, PUFFED-OUT ROBES, ETC.) 

RICH MAN 
(MORE PUZZLED) 

Not thin either. 
(TYL EXAGGERATES) 

In fact, he's huge. Still and all, I could never think 
of employing a doctor—even a fat, elderly doctor—who 
had no apprentice. I can't believe a doctor without an 
apprentice can be truly first-rate. 

(TYL CONTINUES HIS GIBBERISH, MIMING PUZZLEMENT: HOW 
TO GET OUT OF THIS? HE MOUTHS THE WORD "APPRENTICE." 
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THEN INSPIRATION. TYL, STILL SPEAKING, BECOMES TWO 
PEOPLE—THE FAT DOCTOR BEHIND HIS CLOAK (BASS VOICE, 
ETC) AND A THIN, SMALL APPRENTICE BY HIS SIDE (HIGH 
VOICE, ETC.) 

RICH MAN 
He has an apprentice! I am satisfied. 

(TYL, WITH A SIGH OF RELIEF, STOPS BEING THE APPREN
TICE. RICH MAN TO THE SERVANTS) 

You, there. Let this physician into my daughter's room. 
At once. There's no time to lose. 

(THE SERVANTS REMOVE THE SHEET, DISCOVERING 
SERAFINA LYING ON A COT AND TWO FAT DOCTORS PACING 
AROUND HER. THEY STOP, THEN PACE IN THE OPPOSITE 
DIRECTION. TYL AND THE RICH MAN STAND APART AND WATCH) 

9. SICK ROOM SCENE 

(TWO DOCTORS AND SERAFINA. THEN TYL AND THE RICH MAN) 

DOCTOR ONE 
More air. 

(HE GOES TO THE WINDaV AND OPENS IT WIDE. DOCTOR TWO 
RUNS TO THE WINDO\r/) 

DOCTOR TWO 
No air! She'll freeze to death. 

DOCTOR ONE 
She'll suffocate if she doesn't get air, fool. 

(THE TWO DOCTORS STRUGGLE WITH THE WINOav) 

DOCTOR TWO 
Who are you calling fool, fool? 

DOCTOR ONE 
I'm calling you fool, fool 

(THEY STRUGGLE NOISILY WITH THE WINDOW, THEN REALIZE 
THEY ARE BEING WATCHED AND STOP ABRUPTLY) 
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DOCTOR TWO 
Time to flip her. 

(HE GOES TO THE COT AND TAKES THE GIRL'S ARMS) 

DOCTOR ONE 
No flipping! 

(DOCTOR TWO TURNS THE GIRL ROUGHLY HALF-OVER. THE 
GIRL GROANS. HE THEN GOES TO HER FEET AND GRASPS THEM, 
DOCTOR ONE GOES TO THE HEAD OF THE COT AND GRASPS HER 
ARMS. HE TURNS HER BACK THE WAY SHE WAS AS DOCTOR TWO 
TURNS HER LEGS IN THE OPPOSITE DIRECTION. THE GIRL 
GROANS LOUDER) 

RICH MAN 
How is she. Doctors? 

(THE DOCTORS SHAKE THEIR HEADS) 

DOCTOR TWO 
She's a very sick girl. 

(HE PULLS ONE OF HER ARMS, SHE GROANS) 
See? We've tried everything. Hot baths ... 

...cold compresses .,. 

,..stuffing her ... 

...starving her... 

DOCTOR ONE 

DOCTOR TWO 

DOCTOR ONE 

DOCTOR TWO 
, ,, and pounding her with rubber hammers 

DOCTOR ONE 
Nothing works. 

DOCTOR TWO 
She's doomed. 

TYL 
(ASIDE) 

No wonder she's sick. 
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TYL (CONT,) 
(HE GOES TO THE GIRL, LOOKS AT HER, THEN KISSES HER 
ON THE FOREHEAD. THE GIRL LOOKS UP AT HIM) 

No fever. 
(HE AND THE GIRL LOOK AT EACH OTHER. HE SMILES. MUSIC. 
SHE SMILES BACK. TYL CONVINCES HER IN PANTOMIME TO 
PLAY ALONG WITH HIM. SHE UNDERSTANDS, AGREES, AND LIES 
BACK Dâ yN. MUSIC OUT. HE THEN SPEAKS TO THE RICH MAN, 
BUT LOUD ENOUGH FOR ALL TO HEAR) 

Who are these quacks? 

DOCTORS ONE AND TWO 
(DUCKLIKE) 

Quacks? Quacks? 

TYL 
Yes, quacks. 

(TO THE RICH MAN) 
I have magic eyes. I can spot quacks in a minute. 

(THE DOCTORS SPUTTER) 

RICH MAN 
(TO TYL) 

Really, Doctor. That's very strong. 

TYL 
Strong? It's not strong enough. Watch. I'll test them. 

(TO DOCTOR ONE) 
You. How many hairs ore there on a normal adult human head? 

DOCTOR ONE 
Don't be preposterous. Nobody knows that. 

TYL 
Wrong. Everybody knows that. 

DOCTOR ONE 
All right then, you, whoever you are. Tell me. How many 
hairs are there on a normal adult human head? 

TYL 
Five hundred fifty-five thousand five hundred and five. 
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DOCTOR ONE 
That's ridiculous. Prove you're right. 

TYL 
Prove I'm wrong. 

(HE TURNS QUICKLY TO DOCTOR TWO) 
And you. If you're such a marvelous doctor, let's see 
you do this. 

(HE DOES A SOMERSAULT) 

DOCTOR TWO 
I don't see what that's got to do with anything. 

TYL 
You don't, do you? 

(TO THE RICH MAN) 
All we real doctors learn to do that in our first week 
of school, 

DOCTOR TWO 
That's not true, 

TYL 
Of course it's true. 

(HE DOES A DOUBLE SOMERSAULT) 

DOCTOR TWO 
Get out of my way, 

(AFTER r^NY PREPARATIONS AND FALSE STARTS, HE TRIES TO 
DO A SOMERSAULT AND ENDS UP FLAT ON HIS BACK, STUCK 
LIKE A TURTLE) 

Help me. Help me up. 

TYL 
(TO DOCTOR ONE) 

Well? You heard him. Help him up. 
(DOCTOR ONE GOES TO DOCTOR TWO, TAKES HIS HANDS. AND 
TRIES TO LIFT HIM UP, THEY ROCK FOR A WHILE. THEN 
BOTH GO OVER. THEY FLAP THEIR ARMS AND GRUNT) 

Now it's my turn. Doctor Tyl, 
(TO THE GRUNTING DOCTORS) 

I need absolute quiet. 

RICH MAN 
(TO DOCTORS) 

SHhl 
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(SILENCE. TYL DANCES BACKWARD AND FORWARD. MAKING 
OCCULT MOTIONS OVER THE GIRL) 

DOCTOR ONE 
What kind of a cure do you call that? 

TYL 
(DANCING) 

That is called the dance cure, quack. 
(MUSIC) 

RICH MAN 
Look. It's working. 

(THE GIRL RISES, SLOWLY AT FIRST, THEN MORE QUICKLY. 
TYL TAKES HER HANDS AND THEY DANCE TOGETHER, THEN 
SHE SINGS IN A LIGHT VOICE) 

SERAFINA 
(SINGING) 

The stag in the meadow 
The doe and the dder. 
The birds in the forest 
Enrapture my ear, 

(SHE DANCES AROUND THE ROOM, DELICATELY, LIKE A 
FIGURE ON A MUSIC BOX. WHILE SHE DANCES, THE RICH 
MAN EMBRACES TYL) 

RICH MAN 
Oh, my dear Sir. Oh, my dear Doctor. She's well! 
Look how happy she is. How can I ever thank you? 

TYL 
Well, there's the money you promised ... 

(TYL POINTS AT THE MONEY BAG, THE RICH MAN MOVES IT 
OUT OF HIS GRASP) 

RICH MAN 
No amount of silver, no amount of gold can ever repay 
you for the miracle you hove worked. 

TYL 
Just give me my money. 

(HE GRABS AT THE BAG AGAIN. 
IT OUT OF HIS GRASP) 

AGAIN THE RICH MAN MOVES 
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. RICH MAN 

Piriur^^^K-^ ""^e^ ̂  ̂ ^^^^^ ^^ ^"^ ^ miracle is what it is, 
h o ^ ? ! ; Serafina at death's door. No one can save 
dol; T "^ ^''''^'^'' ^y^- ^^^^^' s^y^ T'yl' a"<̂  <=rise she does. Truly a miracle. 

iZ.TL"^? PUNCTUATED THIS SPEECH BY GRABBING AT THE 
MONEY BAG. EACH TIME THE RICH MAN HAS MOVED IT JUST 
2^lJfu^B T^^^^' "̂ "̂  '^^ DOCTORS ON THEIR HANDS AND 
K^AHPX^^^^ ^^^^ FOLLOWING THIS EXCHANGE LIKE A TENNIS 
MATCH) 

TYL 
Oh well. God helps those who help themselves. 

(WITH A SERIES OF HAND CLAPS AND FINGER-SNAPS HE 
DAZZLES THE RICH MAN AND TAKES THE MONEY. TO SERAFINA) 

Come on. 

RICH MAN 
He took my money. Stop him, 

DOCTORS ONE AND TWO 
(STILL SEATED) 

STOP, 

10. FIRST CHASE SCENE 

(TYL, SERAFINA AND THE RICH MAN, THEN THE COMPANY, 

MUSIC, THE RICH MAN PURSUES TYL AND SERAFINA ALL OVER 
THE STAGE AND, IF POSSIBLE. OUT THROUGH THE AUDIENCE, 
WHEN HE IS JUST ABOUT TO CATCH THEM, THEY TURN INTO 
THINGS—PEOPLE, ANIMALS, FEATURES IN THE LANDSCAPE, THE 
FUN OF THIS SCENE IS IN THE INGENIOUS AND INCONGRUOUS 
THINGS THEY BECOME. FOR EXAMPLE, THEY COULD BECOME A 
WORKMAN AND HIS WHEELBARRav, A MOTHER AND HER BABY, PART 
OF A FLOCK OF SHEEP, OR FIGURES ON A LARGE CLOCK, THE 
TRANSFORMATIONS SHOULD BE MADE QUICKLY AND FLUIDLY, AS 
IF AT THE INSPIRATION OF THE MOMENT, DURING THE CHASE, 
THE RICH MAN MIGHT ASK MEMBERS OF THE AUDIENCE IF THEY'D 
SEEN HIS DAUGHTER, SERAFINA MIGHT ASK IF THEY'D SEEN HER 
FATHER. TYL AND SERAFINA MIGHT EVEN BRIEFLY BECOME 
MEMBERS OF THE AUDIENCE. EACH TIME THE RICH MAN IS 
FOILED HE BECOMES MORE ENRAGED. THE MUSIC COMES IN AND 
OUT) 
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11. FAIR SCENE 

(A JUGGLER, AN ACROBAT, AND A GIRL. THEN SERAFINA, THE 
RICH MAN, AND TYL. THEN DOCTORS ONE AND TWO. THEN 
OLD MARGARET. 

FAIR MUSIC. A JUGGLER CROSSES, JUGGLING. THEN AN 
ACROBAT CROSSES DOING FLIPS. ENTER A YOUNG GIRL.) 

GIRL 
A fair! Look. It's a fair. 

(THE SCENE BECOMES A FAIR. TYL AND SERAFINA SET UP AS 
A SIDE SHOW. THEIR PROP IS A LARGE MIRROR. THE SIDES 
OF THE MIRROR MUST BE WIDE ENOUGH TO COVER SERAFINA'S 
CHANGES. THE PROPS FOR HER CHANGES ARE PRE-SET BEHIND 
THE MIRROR'S SIDES, ENTER THE RICH MAN AT A RUN. HE 
IS BEWILDERED AT FIRST, THEN BECOMES INTERESTED IN THE 
SHOW. THE ACROBAT AND JUGGLER ARE OFF BY NOW) 

SERAFINA 
(AS A BARKER) 

Hurry hurry hurry. Come one, come all, come great, come 
small, come rich and mighty, come poor and humble. 
Gather round, good people, and see nature's most mar
velous prodigy, her most wonderful and strange creation, 
the magical, prophetic, all-seeing and all-knowing 
PROFESSOR TYL and his marvelous mirrors. 

(ENTER TYL. HE IS DRESSED FANTASTICALLY, WITH 
MIRRORS ON HIS HANDS, CLOTHES, AND EYES. HE FLASHES 
PATTERNS) 

Here he is. Need I say more? Step up, step. up. See 
into your deepest character, learn the real truth about 
yourselves in Professor Tyl's miracoulous mirror. 

(IF POSSIBLE, THE MIRROR GLOWS OR LIGHTS UP) 

TYL 
(AS IF POSSESSED, WORKING HIS MIRRORS) 

Oooh. Ahh. Saturn in the House of the Moon. Taurus in 
Aries. Ascending. Ascending, Descending. I see many 
mansions. 
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SERAFINA 
Who will be first? The fee is just one penny. And if 
the learned Professor foils to see into the deepest port 
of your heart, he will give you this bog of gold, 

(SHE SHAKES THE BAG OF GOLD. MUSIC OUT) 
Who will be first? You, Madam? 

MARGARET 
Me? No, not me. No, really, 

(SHE IS ENCOURAGED BY THE OTHERS) 
All right. 

(SERAFINA GOES BEHIND ONE OF THE SIDES OF THE MIRROR 
AND Er^RGES AS MARGARET'S MIRROR IMAGE, ENTER DOCTORS) 

RICH MAN 
This is most amusing, 

DOCTORS ONE AND TWO 
It is. Most amusing. 

TYL 
(WORKING HIS MIRRORS) 

Speak, Mirror, speak. And show this woman her true self. 
(TYL TURNS AWAY, THEN SPEAKS AS MARGARET. SERAFINA 
MIMES AS HE SPEAKS) 

I am old Margaret, the moid. 
Or, that's the port I've always played. 
For thirty years I've scrubbed your floors 
And opened other people's doors. 
Mode their beds and cut their wood. 
Washed their clothes and cooked their food. 
And yet you know inside of me 

MARGARET 
(JOINING TYL) 

Is a song bird longing to be free. 
Free to sleep and take its ease 

(TYL DROPS OUT. MARGARET IS NOW SPEAKING ALONE) 
And do precisely as I please. 
If one day you ring and I do not come 
You'll know that Margaret has flown home. 

fMARGARET IS ABASHED AND CONFUSED TO FIND SHE IS, 
SPEAKING ALONE: SHE REACHES INTO HER POCKETBOOK) 
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SERAFINA 
(REAPPEARING) 

The Professor refuses his fee in this case, 
(MARGARET GOES BACK TO THE OTHERS, SERAFINA 
SHAKES THE MONEY BAG) 

All right, then, who's next? 

DOCTOR ONE AND DOCTOR TWO 
(EAGERLY) 

We're next. 
(THEY JUMP IN FRONT OF THE MIRROR) 

TYL 
Speak once again, please. Mirror, Speak the truth to 
these two gentlemen. 

DOCTOR ONE AND DOCTOR TWO 
We're not gentlemen. We're DOCTORS, 

(TYL AND SERAFINA APPEAR DRESSED OUTLANDISHLY AS 
DOCTORS. THEY SPEAK AND MOVE LIKE PUPPETS) 

TYL 
Say "Ahh." 

SERAFINA 
Ahh. Soy "ahh." 

TYL 
Ahh. 

(THEY HOLD EACH OTHER'S MOUTHS OPEN AND SAY "AHH") 

SERAFINA 
I'm sorry to soy you're a very sick man. Look at your 
tongue. It's got blue spots all over it, 

TYL 
That's not my tongue. That's my tie. 

(HE HITS HER A LA PUNCH) 

SERAFINA 
Ow. 

TYL 
Here. Let me take your pulse. 
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TYL (CONT,) 
(HE PUTS HIS HAND ON HER WRIST) 

Tick tick tick tick tick. You're the sick one. Your 
pulse is racing. Tick tick tick tick ... 

SERAFINA 
That's not my pulse, stupid. That's my watch, 

(SHE HITS HIM A LA JUDY) 

TYL 
Ow. 

(HE HITS HER BACK, THEY FIGHT, A LA PUNCH AND JUDY. 
THE OTHERS LAUGH AND APPLAUD) 

DOCTOR ONE 
Very amusing. 

DOCTOR TWO 
Very inventive. 

DOCTOR ONE 
Who ore they supposed to be? 

ALL 
You! 

DOCTOR ONE 
Me? 

DOCTOR ONE AND DOCTOR TWO 
US? 

(THEY ROAR AND START FOR TYL. THE RICH MAN RESTRAINS 
THEM) 

TYL 
Yes, you. Now pay your fee. 

RICH MAN 
Go ahead. Pay him. I haven't laughed so much in years 

(THE DOCTORS PAY, GRUMBLING) 

SERAFINA 
(TO THE RICH MAN) 

Now, Sir, what about you? 
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OVERTURE 

(THE OVERTURE BEGINS WITH THE HOUSE l TrwTc: OM 
ABOUT HALFWAY THROUGH IT" THEY FADE. 

1. THE BIRTH OF TYL 

(FATHER, MOTHER, DOCTOR, GRANDMOTHER. THEN TYL 
THEN COUSIN SUZANNE AND A DOG, 

THE MOTHER IS IN BED, PROFILE TO THE AUDIENCE SHE 

TMP^^^^? ^'^" ̂  "̂̂ "̂̂  ^^^^ ^SKS THE BED'S LEGI 
Irf^l -rt^ EXAGGERATED SEMI-CIRCULAR BULGE OVER HER 
AROUND THE ^^' GRANDMOTHER AND DOCTOR STAND 

THE MUSIC DWINDLES INTO A SINGLE DRUM.) 

MOTHER 
(IN TIME TO THE DRUM) 

Oh. Oh. Oh my. Oh. 
Oh goodness, Martin, I .., OH. 
I do think he ... 

... he's just ... 

...just about to ... 

... to be ... 

...OH! 

BORN! 

FATHER 

GRANDMOTHER 

FATHER AND GRANDMOTHER 

MOTHER 

DOCTOR 

(BIG DRUM BEAT. THE SOUND OF A BABY CRYING. ALL 
STAND BACK. TYL, CRYING, EMERGES FROM UNDER THE 
SHEET. A BABY'S DRESS IS ATTACHED TO HIS NECK SO 
THAT ALL THE AUDIENCE SEES OF THE ACTOR PLAYING TYL 
IS HIS HEAD AND HIS HANDS. AS TYL EMERGES, THE BULGE 
SUBSIDES, 
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ONLY SOUNDS ARE OF HARD BREATHING—MOSTLY TYL'S— 
AND FEET ON THE FLOOR. TYL AVOIDS HIS PURSUERS 
SEVERAL TIMES, THEN IS CAUGHT) 

RICH MAN 
Ahhh. 

(TWO OF THE COMPANY HOLD TYL'S ARMS BEHIND HIS BACK. 
SLOW, MUFFLED DRUMS, ENTER A HOODED EXECUTIONER, 
CARRYING AN AXE) 

13. EXECUTION SCENE 

(TYL, SERAFINA, THE RICH MAN, THE EXECUTIONER, AND 
THE COMPANY. 

A MOURNFUL PROCESSION DEVELOPS. TYL, UNDER GUARD, 
FOLLOWED BY THE OTHERS, THE DRUM ROLL GETS FASTER. 
TYL, HIS HANDS BEHIND HIM, IS FORCED TO LAY HIS HEAD 
ON A BLOCK, THE CROWD CLOSES AROUND HIM, THE AXE IS 
RAISED AND POISED, SERAFINA'S ANGUISH, A LONG BEAT. 
TYL CRAWLS THROUGH THE LEGS OF ONE OF THE CROWD AND 
CRAWLS DOWNSTAGE. HE HAS TAKEN OFF HIS OUTER GARMENT. 
HE SHHS THE AUDIENCE AND EXITS. THE AXE FALLS. THE 
DRUM STOPS, WEEPING AND SOBBING. 

14. KEENING SCENE 

(THE RICH MAN, SERAFINA, AND THE COMPANY. THEN TYL) 

THE CROWD BREAKS, TYL'S OUTER GARMENT IS SUSPENDED ON 
A STICK, LIKE A HEADLESS SCARECROW, IN THE CENTER OF 
THE STAGE, 

FIRST WOMAN 
He was wild but he wasn't bod. I liked him. 

FIRST MAN 
At least he was honest. He said what he thought. 

SECOND MAN 
Can't be too honest in this world and live to be old. 

SECOND WOMAN 
That's God's truth. 
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SERAFINA 
What will I do without him? 

RICH MAN 
(SOBBING) 

He was right about me. I can't deny it any more. I'm 
a terrible man. 

(LOUDER GENERAL WEEPING. ENTER TYL, DISGUISED AS 
AN OLD WOMAN, CRYING LOUDER THAN ANYBODY) 

TYL 
(SOBBING) 

He was so gentle, so good. And so young. He never 
harmed a soul in his life. 

ALL 
No. That's right. He never harmed a soul. (ETC.) 

TYL 
(SOBBING MORE HEAVILY) 

All he ever asked was a little kindness. And what did 
he get? 

(HE IMITATES THE SOUND OF THE AXE) 

RICH MAN 
It's true. 

ALL 
(SOBBING Î ORE HEAVILY) 

How terrible. How awful. (ETC) 

TYL 
Oh, if only he were alive. There's nothing I wouldn't 
do for him. Nothing I wouldn't gladly give him. 

RICH MAN 
Anything. Anything at all. 

(ALL WEEP MORE LOUDLY) 

TYL 
(WITH AN EYE ON THE RICH MAN) 

If only it would bring him back, I would give him ,.. 
my daughter's hand in marriage and half my wealth. 

(ALL SIGH AND SOB) 
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RICH MAN 
Yes, I would. I would give him my daughter's hand in 
marriage and ... a quarter of my wealth. 

TYL 
Half my wealth. 

RICH MAN 
Half my wealth. 

TYL 
And the mayor's big house on top of the hill, 

Î N 
Yes. 

TYL 
And all the good pasture land around it, 

WOMAN 
Oh yes. 

TYL 
And I swear on my honor, I'd never say another angry word 
to him as long as he lived. 

ALL 
YES. 

TYL 
(UNWINDING HIS BELT, WHICH IS A ROPE) 

Hold on to this rope and do just what I tell you, I know 
an ancient spell that might—just might—bring him bock, 

ALL 
Yes. Anything. Anything you soy. (ETC.) 

(TYL WALKS AROUND THEM AND GIVES THEM EACH A PIECE OF 
THE ROPE TO HOLD, HE ENCIRCLES ALL BUT SERAFINA) 

TYL 
Now close your eyes. 

(THEY DO) 
And count to five. Slowly. After me. One. 

ALL 
One. 
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Two. 

(DRUM BEAT. TYL MAKES A KNOT IN THE ROPE) 

TYL 

Two. 
ALL 

(DRUM BEAT. TYL PULLS THE ROPE TIGHT. ALL GASP) 

TYL 
Eyes closed. Three. 

ALL 
(CONSTRICTED) 

Three. 
(DRUM BEAT, TYL TAKES OFF HIS DISGUISE AND PUTS HIS 
OUTER GARMENT BACK ON) 

Four. 
TYL 

ALL 
Four. 

(DRUM BEAT. TYL TAKES SERAFINA BY THE HAND) 

Five. 
TYL 

ALL 
Five. 

(DRUM BEAT, TYL SNATCHES THE BAG OF GOLD FROM THE 
RICH MAN, WHO MAKES A NOISE OF PROTEST) 

TYL 
You can open your eyes now, 

(THEY DO. THEY TAKE IN WHAT HAS HAPPENED, ROAR, 
AND MAKE AN ANGRY LUNGE AT TYL) 

Remember, You swore on your honor. No angry words, 

RICH MAN 
He tricked me again. 

(TYL HOLDS UP A CALMING HAND AND SMILES. BEAT. ALL 
SMILE A BROAD, SACCHARINE SMILE. MUSIC. TYL AND 
SERAFINA EXIT JAUNTILY ARM IN ARM. THE COMPANY HOLDS 
BRIEFLY. THEN PLAYS THE ROPE OUT, TAKING CURTAIN CALLS 
OFF THE ACTION. REENTER TYL AND SERAFINA FOR THEIR BOW) 

THE END 
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"Peter and the Wolf "—Scenario 

Scene 1 

As the audience enters the theatre, Peter plays with his stuffed 

"toys" (characters in the dream story). He and his grandfather talk 

about Peter's new toy gun and hunting for wild animals. It becomes 

time for a nap. Peter takes his toy duck to bed with him. Grandfather 

tells Peter a story about an enchanted forest and a boy named Peter who 

captures a vicious wolf. Peter dozes off. Grandfather exits. 

Scene 2 

Peter wakes as his bed begins to move. He gets up, and the "bed" 

whirls around the stage area with the bedspread and becomes the pond. 

The bush also emerges from under the bedspread and takes his place- Tree 

enters, and the toys come to life and transfoinn into forest animals. 

(Peter's thone) 

Peter explores his dream forest. After the music stops, the 

bird's chirping draws Peter's attention- They introduce themselves, and 

Peter tells the bird that he is in the forest to hunt a wolf. The bird 

gets very excited over the prospects of hunting a wolf and begs Peter 

to let her help. Peter agrees, and the bird does a merry dance. 

(Bird music) 

The bird goes to all the other animals onstage enlisting their 

help- The bird tells Peter that all the animals will help him except 

for the duck. 
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Scene 3 

(Duck music) 

Duck waddles in and gets into the lake. Peter convinces the 

bird to ask the duck to join the hunting party. The bird asks, and 

the duck refuses. The bird madly flits around the stage making fun of 

the duck, shaming him and calling names while the cat sneaks up behind 

her. The duck tries to warn the bird but is unable to get a word in. 

The cat pounces on the bird, but the bird escapes to the tree 

branch. The cat decides it is too much trouble to pursue the bird 

and turns to the mouse. The cat drags the mouse out from under the 

bush, but Peter saves the mouse. Peter scolds his pet. The cat stalks 

the skunk. They engage in a chase; but, as the cat catches the skunk, 

the skunk gives her a flit of the tail, and cat backs off. The duck 

finds the cat's defeat funny which makes the cat angry. The cat tries 

to eat the duck, but she cannot get to the duck because of the water. 

Peter intervenes and asks the cat if she would like to help them hunt 

a wolf. The cat is skeptical and slinks off to consider the offer. 

All the forest animals come out of hiding and are ready for the search. 

Scene 4 

(Grandfather music) 

Grandfather enters to his music, becoming a stereotype of an 

old man. Animals scatter and disappear- Grandfather looks for Peter 

who avoids him. Grandfather scolds Peter for venturing into the dan

gerous forest alone. Peter says that he is not alone, that he is sur

rounded by animal friends- Grandfather can see none and reprimands 
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him for his overactive imagination. He exits muttering to himself and 

warning Peter not to look for a wolf-

Scene 5 

Animals creep out of hiding- They are all excited about the 

danger of hunting a wolf. Some start to "chicken out," but the others 

drag them back. Peter organizes the hunters into a line- They march 

around bravely, looking everywhere for the wolf- Each time they hear 

wolf howls from the distance, they freeze in terror. 

Scene 6 

(Wolf music) 

As the animals and Peter hear wolf's theme, they huddle to

gether watching for the wolf to come out. The wolf enters growling, 

and the animals hide, leaving Peter to confront the wolf with his toy 

gun- Peter realizes the inadequacy of his weapon and also hides- The 

wolf seeks out each animal in hiding, and they each narrowly escape 

being eaten, hiding behind Peter and the tree- The duck is oblivious 

to the danger around him and continues swimming in the lake. When 

the wolf realizes that the other animals are out of reach, he tiurns 

his attentions to the duck. The others attempt to warn him, but it 

is too late. The wolf chases the duck off- There are sounds of a 

struggle and one last quack. The wolf enters picking his teeth with 

a duck feather. 

Peter and his animal friends sneak up behind the resting 

wolf but lose confidence when the wolf stretches and growls. Peter 
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and the animals return to hiding- They whisper a plan to capture the 

wolf. All agree to participate-

The animals take their attack positions. The bird flies over 

to distract the wolf and wake him up. The wolf is furious and swats 

at the bird, almost catching him several times. The bird escapes to 

the tree branch having tired the wolf. The mouse harasses the wolf 

from under the bush. The wolf tries to grab the mouse, but the cat 

pulls his tail. The wolf chases the cat until he exhausts himself, and 

the cat climbs the tree for safety. The bird now flies in circles 

around the wolf until the wolf collapses in exhaustion. Peter sneaks 

up from behind and ties the wolf's tail to the tree. The wolf realizes 

his predicament and tries to free himself. The skunk gives him a shot 

fron his tail, and the wolf surrenders. Peter and the animals celebrate 

and congratulate each other-

Scene 6 

(Hunter music) 

The animals realize that soneone is approaching, and all hide 

except the wolf. Two hunters and their dog enter, searching for a wolf. 

The dog catches a scent, howls, and points to an audience member. The 

hunters fall over each other thinking that the dog has found the wolf. 

They whip the dog for being so stupid. They separate and continue 

looking for the wolf- The dog falls asleep. When the hunters cannot 

find the dog, they panic, thinking the wolf has eaten him. They find 

the sleeping animal and scold him. Together they continue looking for 

the wolf until they approach the area where the wolf is tied up. 
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As they approach the tree, the dog sees the wolf and immedi

ately hides behind the bush. As the hunters approach the wolf with guns 

drawn, the cat and dog come from behind the bush fighting. The hunters 

pull the cat off their dog, and they again turn their attention to the 

wolf. As the hunters start to shoot the wolf, the mouse emerges and 

begs them to spare the beast. The hunters are afraid of the mouse and 

thrown down their guns and hug one another- The hunters recover and 

decide to kill the mouse. The skunk saves his friend. 

By this time, all animals are out of hiding except the bird. 

Peter comes forward and explains to the hunters how they captured the 

wolf and that they are looking for scmeone to take him to the zoo. He 

convinces the hunters not to shoot the wolf. Peter introduces all as 

his animal friends and tells each animal's role in capturing the wolf. 

Peter realizes that the bird is missing. The hunters spot the bird in 

the tree and aim their guns at her- Everyone stops them before the 

bird is harmed, but the bird is hesitant to join the group. 

Peter asks the hunters to take the wolf to the zoo and tells 

the men that they will receive a reward. Peter also tries to convince 

them to take him by saying that they will be considered heroes. The 

hunters agree to take the wolf away instead of shooting him and proceed 

to prepare the wolf for the journey. They untie the wolf's tail from 

the tree and tie his paws together. 

While the hunters are working with the wolf, Peter and the ani

mals find the duck feather and mourn his death. They discuss all the 

good qualities the duck possessed. While they are talking, the duck 
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enters with his arm in a sling. All are delighted that he is still 

alive. The duck tells how he escaped the wolf. 

(Music) 

Hunters exit with the wolf. They brag and tell of their heroics 

to the audience. Peter follows them part of the way off. While Peter's 

back is turned, the magic forest disappears, and the animals return to 

their lifeless state. Peter is back in his bedroom. 

Scene 7 

Grandfather enters. He has come to wake Peter from his nap be

cause it is time for supper. Peter explains that he and his animals 

captured a wolf. Grandfather tells Peter that it was all a dream and 

leaves the room, Peter turns to his toys for response, but they are 

stuffed animals as they were at the beginning of the story. Peter 

decides that he must have been imagining everything and starts out with 

his cat following behind. As they are exiting, the duck quacks and winks 

to the audience. Peter turns back, shrugs, and exits. Toys remain 

onstage and frozen as the audience leaves. 




